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ABSTRACT
Leslie Carol Fox: Physical Activity and Adolescent Girls With ASD: Effects of an
Individualized Exercise Program on Cognitive, Social, and Physical-Health Indicators
(Under the direction of Samuel L. Odom)

Physical activity, specifically aerobic exercise, has been associated with improved
cognitive performance in both children and adults. Due to challenges with attention, motivation,
and organization, adolescents with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) may require unique
supports and specific learning strategies in order to engage in recommended aerobic exercise
practices and receive the associated health and cognitive benefits. Three adolescent girls with
ASD participated in a 6-week individualized exercise program as part of a multiple-baseline
single-case design study to explore (a) the effects of an individualized exercise plan on the
duration of physical activity and amount of time participants engage in moderate-to-vigorous
aerobic exercise, (b) the performance of participants on two executive function tasks — visual
processing speed and verbal working memory — prior to and after moderate-to-vigorous aerobic
activity, and (c) the strategies and supports necessary to facilitate and sustain safe and consistent
aerobic activity for adolescents with ASD. The results indicate that visual supports and
individualized work systems paired with the systematic monitoring of heart rate are effective
tools to introduce and sustain moderate-to-vigorous aerobic physical activity. Participants
reported increased interest in exercise and ability to carry out a customized exercise plan with
minimal to no adult assistance.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Introduction and Review of Literature
Childhood obesity and its effects have gained attention from public health and education
researchers over the past 20 years due to rising prevalence and increased media attention. The
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC, 2010) defines overweight as a body mass
index (BMI) at or above the 85th percentile and lower than the 95th percentile and obese at or
above the 95th percentile on age and gender specific CDC growth charts. Body mass index is
calculated based on a child’s height and weight. Overweight or obese are terms used to describe
weight ranges that are greater than is generally considered healthy for a given height and
increase the likelihood of adverse health conditions. The CDC reports an estimated 10.4% of
children 2 to 5 years old, 19.8% of children 6 to 11 years, and 18.1% of adolescents 12 to 19
years are overweight (CDC, 2010). In addition, obesity rates for children with disabilities are
38% higher than for children without disabilities. Individuals with Autism Spectrum Disorder
(ASD) have the highest rate of overweight and obesity within the disability population at
approximately 32%. Furthermore, in a recently study of the prevalence of weight concerns for
individuals with disabilities it was reported that adolescents with ASD were two times more
likely to be obese than adolescents without disabilities (Phillips, et al., 2014).
In response to these staggering statistics, the National Association for Sport and Physical
Education (NASPE) issued age-specific physical activity guidelines for children in kindergarten
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through 12th grade, which were later adopted and endorsed by the CDC. In addition to muscle
and bone strengthening activities, the guidelines for aerobic activity for children and adolescents
recommend 60 minutes or more of physical activity each day with vigorous-intensity physical
activity level sustained at least 3 days a week (CDC, 2010). Unfortunately, the most recent
national Youth Risk Behavior Survey (YRBS) that monitors health risk behaviors of students in
9th to 12th grade reported that only 51.8% of surveyed students attended PE classes on one or
more days in an average week while in school and less than a third (28.7%) of surveyed students
met the daily recommendation of 60 minutes of physical activity (CDC, 2012; NASPE, 2010).
Physical activity guidelines serve not only to combat rising obesity rates but also to
promote the many physical-health and psychological benefits associated with physical activity
and exercise. The benefits of physical activity for children and adolescents are well documented
and include improved mental health (e.g., positive self-esteem), cardiovascular and muscular
fitness, greater ability to do tasks of daily life, improved sleep patterns, lower body fat, stronger
bones, reduced symptoms of anxiety and depression, and increased chance of a healthy
adulthood (U.S. Department of Health and Human Services [USDHHS], 2008). Aerobic
exercise is a form of physical activity that creates an increased demand by the body for oxygen
over an extended period of time. Regular aerobic exercise improves the body’s ability to remove
oxygen from air and transfer it through the lungs and blood to working muscles (Gladwin, 2010).
An activity is considered to be moderate to vigorous if it can be sustained for at least five
minutes without fatigue yet requires an elevated heart rate. Behavioral indicators of moderate to
vigorous physical activity include increased breathing and sweating. Heart rate monitoring is a
best practice recommendation for aerobic exercise programs (Gladwin, 2010). It is an objective,
relatively accurate method to estimate energy expenditure and physical activity intensity for
2

children and adolescents as well as adults (Janz, Golden, Hansen & Mahoney, 1992; Karvonen &
Vuorimaa, 1988; Strath, et al., 2000). Calculating the heart rate parameters for moderate to
vigorous aerobic activity is traditionally performed using the equation 220-age to estimate an
individual’s heart rate max (HRmax). However, Gellish and Karvonen have each proposed
variations to this formula citing that it underestimates the HRmax for children and adolescents
(Gladwin, 2010). Although the cut-off points for aerobic intensity vary depending on the formula
used to calculate HRmax, moderate aerobic activity is generally considered to begin at 50-65%
HRmax and vigorous intensity is approximately 75-85% HRmax.
Accurately identifying and measuring aerobic intensity is important because different
levels of intensity are associated with different health and fitness outcomes. Physical activity,
where an individual’s heart rate is within a target zone of moderate to vigorous aerobic intensity
three times a week for 30 minutes each session, is associated with improvements in aerobic
capacity and maintaining weight for persons at all fitness levels. However, to meet weight loss or
athletic training goals it is necessary to increase either the frequency or duration of aerobic
exercise (Haskell, et al., 2007). In a systematic review of 850 research studies on programs
promoting moderate to vigorous physical activity with school-age children, children and youth
that were overweight or obese were more likely to experience weight loss following participation
in a supervised moderate to vigorous exercise program; and, those at both normal and
overweight/obese body weight had lower scores on anxiety and depression scales (Strong, et al.,
2005). The authors also identified characteristics of effective programs. These elements included
a frequency of at least three days a week, duration of 30 or more minutes, and continuous
exercise was performed at 80% maximum heart rate (HRmax) (Strong, et al., 2005).
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In spite of the described benefits, a report issued by Special Olympics of North America
stated that 45% of adults and 32% of youth athletes with special needs are identified as obese
(Mersereau, 2011). Individuals with disabilities may be less likely to engage in regular physical
activity and health behavior practices and find it difficult to sustain healthy eating behaviors due
to challenges with swallowing/eating, food taste, and texture preferences. Children and
adolescents with ASD may be at increased risk for physical inactivity and its health
consequences due to three factors frequently associated with this population:
1. pharmacological therapies
2. motor impairments
3. reduced opportunities to participate in sports and physical recreation activities
Physical Activity and Autism Spectrum Disorder
Autism spectrum disorder, a lifelong developmental disability, affects 1 in 88 children
under the age of eight. Autism spectrum disorder is characterized by deficits in social
communication and social interaction as well as restricted, repetitive behaviors, interests, or
activities (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). Common co-morbid conditions include
anxiety, attention deficits, depression, and compulsive disorders. Pharmacologic interventions
typically prescribed to treat these associated disorders often affect appetite, cause weight gain,
and reduce energy levels (CDC, 2008; Matson & Hess, 2011; Pan & Frey, 2006).
In addition to social, communication, and behavior concerns, many individuals with ASD
have motor difficulties that affect physical activity. Evidence suggests that children with ASD
have difficulty with goal-directed locomotion, balance, postural stability, joint flexibility,
movement planning and speed, toe-walking, and unusual gait patterns that create significant
limitations on their ability to successfully participate in physical activity (Barrow, Jaworski, &
4

Accardo, 2011; Esposito & Venuti, 2008; Jansiewicz et al., 2006; Longuet, Ferrel-Chapus,
Oreve, Chamot, & Vernazza-Martin, 2012; Ming, Brimacombe, & Wagner, 2007; Minshew,
Sung, Jones, & Furman, 2004). The presence, type, and severity of motor impairment vary
significantly among children and adolescents with ASD. However, these impairments place
individuals at risk for a sedentary lifestyle and poor health outcomes (USDHHS, 2008).
Individuals with ASD may demonstrate greater difficulty with participation in both
organized physical activity programs and community sports and leisure opportunities due to
restricted interests and challenges with social communication. Access and participation may be
inhibited because of challenges with social dynamics and interpersonal skills within group
contexts. Children ages 7–13 with ASD reported participating in significantly fewer recreational
physical activities by more than 20% difference compared to peers without ASD (Potvin, Snider,
Prelock, Kehayia, & Wood-Dauphinee, 2013b). This difference highlights the importance of
understanding factors that impede participation in community-level programs. Described below
are (a) barriers and facilitators to physical activity and (b) physical activity patterns and
behaviors of children with ASD.
Barriers and facilitators. Obrusnikova and Cavalier (2011) investigated self-identified
barriers and facilitators to physical activity and exercise for individuals with ASD at
intrapersonal, interpersonal, community, and institutional levels. Results indicated formal and
informal social networks and support systems influenced access and participation in physical
activity. These support systems included the availability of an exercise partner and family
attitudes toward physical activity. Intrapersonal factors, considered unique to the individual,
included previously described atypical motor skills in addition to low energy levels and
sensitivity to the exercise environment (Gyurcsik, Spink, Bray, Chad, & Kwan, 2006;
5

Obrusnikova & Cavalier, 2011). Psychosocial factors such as motivation, persistence, fear, and
feelings of self-efficacy were some of the identified barriers and facilitators (Shields, Synott, &
Barr, 2012). Community and institutional factors that affected adolescents with ASD and their
ability to engage in physical activity included transportation needs, availability and access to
parks and recreation facilities, and competing time commitments such as homework assigned for
school and medical appointments.
The challenges thus far described are due to diagnostic features of ASD that affect skill
and ability as well as socio-ecological factors that affect opportunities to engage in exercise,
sports, and other physical recreation activities. However, it is a normal developmental trajectory
for children to decrease their levels of physical activity as they move into adolescence (CDC,
2010; USDHHS, 2011). This change is often a result of a natural reduction in opportunities for
physical activity associated with age due to the decline of recess and physical education classes
in school settings (Cawley, Meyerhoefer, & Newhouse, 2007; MacDonald, Espositio, & Ulrich,
2011). Researchers have examined the physical activity patterns of children and adolescents
with ASD to distinguish which behaviors are consistent with typical growth and developmental
transitions and which are more likely to affect individuals with ASD, thus warranting targeted
health promotion and intervention efforts.
Physical activity patterns and behaviors. Many children and adolescents with ASD
have fewer opportunities for organized physical play, sports, and exercise, but researchers have
studied the activity patterns of those who do engage in physical activity and compared the type,
setting, and level or intensity of activity to peers without ASD. This is a shift in focus as
previous studies conducted with children with ASD focused on two primary topics of interest: a)
the development of specific motor skills and abilities (Hayakawa & Kobayashi, 2011; Pan, 2010)
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and b) the identification of atypical neuromotor patterns as indicators of ASD (Barrow et al.,
2011; Esposito & Venuti, 2008; Espositio, Venuti, Apicella, & Muratori, 2011; Nayate et al.,
2012; Vernazza-Martin et al., 2005). The methods used to define and measure physical activity
included self-report questionnaires, direct observation, and use of devices such as accelerometers
and heart-rate monitors (Sylvia, Bernstein, Hubbard, Keating, & Anderson, 2014). The
parameters for different levels of physical activity varied across the studies but were
operationally defined to describe high, moderate, or light activity on the basis of the
measurement devices selected for use. Comparisons of the activity levels between children with
ASD and peers without ASD have yielded inconsistent findings. These studies have included
both school-age children and adolescents in the research samples.
Rosser-Sandt and Frey (2005) found physical activity levels of elementary age children
with and without ASD were similar during recess. Behaviors and patterns associated with higher
physical activity levels included the presence of peers (Fox & Riddoch, 2000) and social
engagement with adults (Pan, 2010). Physical activity decreased with age in another study of
children with ASD (MacDonald et al., 2011). Macdonald and colleagues (2011) found the type
of physical activity in which older children engaged was at a light to moderate intensity
compared to the moderate to vigorous intensity common in early childhood. Studying 30 youth
ages 10–19 years old, Pan and Frey (2006) found that participants with ASD met minimum
activity recommendations but were overall less active (i.e., the intensity was lighter or the
activity frequency was lower) than their peers without ASD. However, less than half of their
participants were moderately active on a regular basis, high school age participants were
particularly inactive compared to younger participants with and without ASD, and participation
in extracurricular activities (i.e., non-school sponsored) was very limited.
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In summary, only a limited number of studies with mixed results exist to explain whether
children and adolescents with ASD are generally less active or if activity behaviors are more
likely affected by fewer opportunities to engage in physical activity than peers without ASD. As
a result researchers consistently advocate for an organized approach to supporting the physical
activity of individuals with ASD, particularly adolescents (Fox & Riddoch, 2000; Pan & Frey,
2006). Defining, measuring, and facilitating different levels of physical activity duration and
intensity take on greater importance when exercise supports not only physical health and well
being but also educational, behavioral, and cognitive outcomes.
Physical activity and cognitive performance. In recent studies, empirical findings
support a positive association between physical activity and performance on cognitive tasks in
both school-age and adult populations (Best, 2010). Researchers suggest that physical activity
positively alters the neurological structures of the brain associated with memory, visual
processing speed, and attention by increasing the secretions of neurotrophins that aid attention,
alleviate stress, and exert calming influences (Best, 2010; Chaddock, Hillman, Buck, & Cohen,
2011). The complex biological processes that connect physical activity to cognitive ability are
not fully understood. Nevertheless, two regions of interest to neurocognitive researchers are the
hippocampus and the frontal lobe/prefrontal cortex.
Overview of neuroanatomy. The blueprint for the maturation of neural structures is
determined by genetic mechanisms that are responsive and reactive to environmental forces. By
the end of the first 6 weeks of pregnancy the neural tube has closed and the brain is a
distinguishable organ. Cellular proliferation and migration occur rapidly and by 6 months
gestation, barring insult or injury, the adult quantity of neurons is largely achieved. The central
nervous system continues to develop in overlapping stages with adult levels of synapses not
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reached until adolescence. Key processes include synaptogenesis (the formation of synapses
characterized by overproduction and then elimination) and myelination (the insulation of axons
to quicken conduction of information). Physical exercise is associated with increased cerebral
blood flow and positive changes in dendrites and cell formation (neurogenesis) (Verburgh,
Konigs, Scherder, & Oosterlaan, 2013).
The hippocampus is responsible for the formation and retrieval of long-term memories.
Exercise has been found to be associated with preserved cognitive functions and hippocampal
volume in elderly populations (Colcombe et al., 2006; Erickson et al., 2009; Kramer et al., 1999).
Some researchers have investigated the role of Brain Derived Neurotrophic Factor (BDNF) on
the hippocampus. It was associated with cellular neuroplasticity in the hippocampus with higher
levels of BDNF identified in physically active rats compared to their sedentary counterparts
(Gomez-Pinella, Ying, Roy, Molteni & Edgerton, 2002). In addition to BDNF, acute aerobic
exercise raises the levels of the neurotransmitters dopamine, serotonin, and norepinephrine
(Cotman & Berchtold, 2002). These neurotransmitters affect a cluster of abilities that occur in
the frontal lobe and prefrontal cortex called Executive Functions (EF).
Physical activity and executive functions. Executive functions is an umbrella term for a
series of different skills that mature according to different developmental trajectories
(Liebermann, Giesbrecht, & Müller, 2007). Considered “higher order” cognitive skills, they
include directed and sustained attention, planning and organizing, sequencing, working memory,
false belief/theory of mind, response inhibition, fluid cognition, processing speed, hypothesis
testing, and impulse control. A growing body of research indicates performance on EF tasks
corresponds with growth spurts in the frontal lobe. It has been hypothesized that aerobic exercise
not only improves cardiovascular fitness, but by increasing cerebral blood flow and stimulating
9

the release of BDNF, other hormones and neurotransmitters, the brain structures responsible for
supporting EF are also positively altered (Albinet, Boucard, Bouquet, & Audiffren, 2010).
Executive functions are orchestrated by the prefrontal cortex, and many are wellestablished by kindergarten. The precursors to EF are evident in infancy. Certain EF abilities
regularly associated with self-regulation in early childhood include initiation and sustainment of
attention, response inhibition, and false belief. These are distinct constructs with moderate
correlation among them, yet each contributes to school readiness and success (Blair, 2002, 2003;
Blair & Razza, 2007; Carlson & Moses, 2001; Carlson, Moses, & Claxton, 2004; Spratt et al.,
2012). Blair and colleagues examined relationships between EF and behavioral regulation with
associations identified for aspects of school readiness including early mathematics, letter
recognition, and social competence (Blair, 2002, 2003; Blair & Diamond, 2008).
Diamond has extended the association between biological processes and school success
(Diamond, 2011; Diamond & Baddeley, 1996; Diamond & Taylor, 1996). She argues the
existence of three core EF from which the others extend and evolve. These are inhibitory
control, working memory (the ability to hold information in the mind in order to mentally
manipulate ideas), and cognitive flexibility (the ability to change perspectives or focus of
attention to problem solve) (Diamond, 2011). She posits that the development and integration of
these abilities is the product of biological and environmental factors, making their robust use in
learning environments prominent issues in both health and education. Diamond advocates for
early experiences that reduce stress and improve physical fitness in order to facilitate optimal EF
development. She encourages parents and caregivers to give children opportunities to exercise
and challenge EF, suggesting dance, yoga, and tai chi as possible activities.
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However, limited information is available to guide “how much” exercise and “how often”
it must take place for changes in EF to occur. Hillman, Snook, and Jerome (2003) and
Tomporowski, Davis, Miller, and Naglieri (2008) have each suggested dosages, but these
recommendations are not supported by the broader research available. In a meta-analysis
conducted by Verburgh and colleagues (2013) on physical exercise and EF in preadolescent
children, adolescents, and young adults, chronic or long-term physical activity was not
associated with change in EF performance but positive effects were identified for all three age
groups on behavioral inhibition immediately following exercise. Although a clear doserelationship response between aerobic activity and cognitive performance has not been
established, aerobic activity may mediate cognitive benefits such as cognitive flexibility,
information processing and selective attention with some populations showing greater benefit
than others (Albinet, et al, 2010). There is not an established base of research literature that
examines the effects of aerobic activity on EF for adolescents with ASD or intellectual
disabilities. However, Smith et al., (2010) conducted a meta-analysis of 29 random control trial
studies of aerobic exercise training and adult EF performance. Their findings support a positive
association between aerobic activity and attention, processing speed, and memory. There is also
a strong literature base supporting the use of aerobic exercise to enhance EF abilities with aging
populations with cognitive impairments related to neurodegenerative disorders such as
Alzheimer’s (Heyn, Abreu, & Ottenbacher, 2004). Improvements on verbal fluency, task
switching and memory tasks were reported for adults with mild cognitive impairments following
a six-month aerobic exercise program when activities increased the participants’ heart rate to 7585% heart rate reserve (Baker, et al., 2010).
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Issues related to EF measurement must also be considered when evaluating the effects of
exercise. Executive functions are a cluster of abilities that develop and mature over time, and
methodological differences for their evaluation within studies are prevalent (Hill, 2004). These
differences may include both the EF construct assessed and the manner in which it is measured.
Most EF assessment involves the presentation of a task or puzzle to be completed, correctly,
within a specified time. Common assessments include the Eriksen Flanker Task to measure
executive control, Tower of London Task to assess planning, Stroop test to gauge response
inhibition, and the Wisconsin Card Sorting Task to evaluate mental flexibility. These measures
are individually administered by researchers to participants. Additional measures include paperand-pencil tasks from norm-referenced intelligence assessments as well as behavioral inventories
such as the BRIEF (Gioia, Isquith, Guy, & Kenworthy, 2000). Many of these assessments draw
upon both EF and non-EF processes, making interpretation of the results difficult. Therefore,
assessors may document the number of correct/incorrect responses, factors affecting attention to
the task, and problem-solving strategies to inform interpretations and recommendations based on
the results (Anderson, 2002).
As presented thus far a theoretical base from both neurological and developmental
perspectives supports research on the effects of exercise on EF. There are gaps in the knowledge
for issues, such as the intensity of exercise needed to achieve effects, as well which EF abilities
are most affected. These issues highlight the importance of accurate measurements sensitive to
both changes in performance as well as the developmental abilities of participants to demonstrate
EF skills under testing conditions. Nevertheless increased aerobic capacity is associated with
higher performance on EF tasks requiring attention, working memory, and response speed (Best,
2010). The changes on EF performance attributed to exercise have directed researcher attention
12

to some populations within special education classifications to explore the strategic use of
physical activity to develop and support EF.
Executive functions and ASD. Executive dysfunction has been identified in several
neurodevelopmental disorders, including ASD (Robinson, Goddard, Dritschel, Wisley, &
Howlin, 2009; Russell, 1997). Although not a primary diagnostic feature, many individuals with
ASD have difficulty with EF, causing challenges to learning and school success. In Hill’s (2004)
review of the EF and ASD literature, EF abilities were categorized into five overarching
domains: planning, inhibition, generativity, mental flexibility, and self-monitoring. Some of
these are more likely to impact behavior and academic engagement, whereas others such as poor
reasoning ability and reduced working memory affect specific learning domains such as early
literacy and math skills (Anderson, 2002; Denham, Warren-Khot, Bassett, Wyatt, & Perna,
2012). Executive function abilities and effortful control are necessary for planning, problemsolving, self-monitoring, and reducing impulsive behavior (Berger, Kofman, Livneh, & Henik,
2007). In Robinson and colleagues' (2009) study of EF and ASD, children with ASD, ages 8–17
years old, made more perseverative responses, had poorer behavior inhibition, and violated more
rules of the tasks compared to their typically-developing matched peers. The results of this study
did not demonstrate statistically significant differences between these two groups when
evaluating scores on the EF tasks, but the practical differences suggest qualitatively different
outcomes for children with ASD. For example if children with ASD violate the rules of the game
more frequently than their non-ASD peers or have difficulty controlling impulses that interfere
with activities, they may be excluded or have fewer opportunities to participate.
Response inhibition, processing speed, and spatial working memory were impaired for
individuals with ASD, ages 8–33 years, compared to matched peers in another study of EF
13

abilities (Luna, Doll, Hegedus, Minshew, & Sweeney, 2007). Inhibitory control, an EF ability
that is frequently studied, is associated with individual differences in attention, memory, reading
comprehension, and theory of mind (Carlson et al., 2004). The ability to control impulses and
use cognitive strategies to engage with others was associated with peer acceptance and likeability
in school settings (Eisenberg, Valiente, & Eggum, 2010; Shonkoff & Marshall, 2000).
Therefore, the difficulties individuals with ASD have with social communication paired with
challenges in EF may significantly impact psychosocial development, contributing to depression
and anxiety, two co-morbid conditions frequently identified in adolescents with ASD
(Ghaziuddin, Ghaziuddin, & Greden, 2002; White, Oswald, Ollendick, & Scahill, 2009).
In response to the challenges children and youth with ASD often have regulating
attention and behavior and the positive effects of physical activity on EF, the use of exercise as
an intervention emerged as a field of research. The strategic use of exercise as an evidencebased intervention to support academic, behavioral, and physical outcomes for children and
youth will next be described.
Exercise as an Intervention for ASD
In a recent review of interventions for children and youth with ASD, six exercise studies
met an established criterion as evidence-based (Wong et al., 2013). These studies utilized either
group or single case designs to establish experimental control and comparison of effects.
However, they vary with regard to the target outcomes expected as a result of exercise. Two
studies evaluated the effects of group swimming programs to increase the specific motor skills
and abilities of children with ASD and improve performance on fitness measures. Four studies
used exercise as an intervention to address behaviors that are associated with learning outcomes.
These outcomes included increased academic engagement and responding as well as reduced
14

incidents of self-stimulatory and other challenging behaviors that interfered with attention and
academic engagement. Each study will next be described with attention directed to the study
sample, intervention characteristics, and measured outcomes.
Stereotypic and challenging behavior. The work of Celiberti, Bobo, Kelly, Harris, and
Handleman (1997) assessed the effects of a 6-minute walking and jogging exercise program to
reduce three self-stimulatory behaviors of a 5-year-old boy using a single case design. This
intervention took place twice a day in a school setting relying on one-to-one facilitation of the
exercise regime with the participant. Decreases in the targeted behaviors were reported
following the jogging condition but not the walking program, indicating that intensity of exercise
contributed to the intervention effects. The researchers did not provide substantial information
on the details of the intervention, nor did they objectively measure differences in the two aerobic
conditions (e.g., intensity). Although positive effects were reported (i.e., decreased selfstimulatory behavior following acute exercise), the study did not report steps to ensure fidelity of
implementation for the intervention, measures of social validity (e.g., teacher perceptions), or
procedures to sustain the intervention following the study’s conclusion.
Decreasing challenging behaviors was the measured outcome for an exercise intervention
study with three boys, ages 8-, 9- and 11-years old conducted by Cannella-Malone, Tullis, and
Kazee (2011). Two of the participants had a diagnosis of ASD whereas the third had an
intellectual disability, hearing impairment, and emotional behavioral disorder. This intervention
occurred eight times a day in small groups within the classroom. The intervention program
included two 20-minute exercise sessions and six 1–5 minute exercise breaks. Decreases in the
targeted behaviors were reported immediately following the intervention indicating that
frequency of physical activity may have contributed to behavioral outcomes. Details of the
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activities were provided by the researchers. Although exercises were primarily aerobic, each
session included strength and stretching activities as well. The authors reported that duration and
intensity of physical activity were not measured and may have varied among the participants.
Because classroom teachers implemented the exercise program, maintenance and generalization
beyond the study was an anticipated outcome although it was not formally measured and
reported. Steps to ensure fidelity of implementation were not reported either.
The two previously described studies explored the effects of exercise on behaviors that
may interfere with learning. They introduced three factors that may influence the effectiveness
of an exercise program: duration, intensity, and frequency of aerobic exercise. The two studies
described next built on the use of exercise to promote behaviors associated with academic
achievement (academic engagement and academic responding).
Academic engagement. Using a single case design Nicholson, Kehle, Bray, and Van
Heest (2011) explored the effects of antecedent physical activity on the amount of time spent in
on-task behavior for four 9-year-old boys with ASD. The exercise intervention, a 20-minute
jogging and stretching program, occurred three times a week on a one-to-one basis in the school
environment. The amount of time engaged in on-task behaviors associated with academic
engagement (e.g., writing, reading, answering questions) increased immediately following the
exercise program and was correlated to the percentage of time engaged in the jogging program.
The increase in academic engagement persisted through the intervention condition. However,
academic engagement levels were comparable to baseline conditions at 4-week follow-up when
the intervention was no longer in place. Details of the jogging program were described by the
researchers, and exercise intensity was measured via participant stride length and distance
completed while jogging. Any use of fidelity or social validity measures was not reported. In
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addition to a systematic effort to describe the intensity of physical activity, this study introduced
another nuance of time for consideration. Increases in academic engagement were related to
increased amount of time engaged in physical activity; nevertheless, these effects were
immediate and did not persist once the intervention was discontinued.
Academic engagement following exercise was researched using a group design with 3-to6-year-old children with ASD in classroom settings (Oriel, George, Peckus, & Semon, 2011).
Seven participants were male and two participants were female. The exercise program consisted
of 15 minutes of running or jogging. Details of the exercise are provided in the study
procedures, but use of any fidelity of implementation measure was not reported. Unlike the
findings of the previous three studies, the time engaged in on-task behavior and stereotypic/selfstimulatory behavior was not associated with the exercise intervention. Individual or classroom
characteristics that may explain these different findings were not provided. Academic
responding (e.g., number of correct responses) increased following the exercise intervention.
Although exercise intensity was measured via behavioral observations, the authors suggested it
may have affected the outcomes for two participants who were difficult to motivate and keep
engaged. The authors further suggested that the amount of time engaged in exercise was too
much for these participants — once again identifying duration of exercise as an important
variable related to outcomes. Time, as it described immediacy of effects and duration of
treatment effects, was also discussed. The authors reported that improvements in academic
responding continued for 30 minutes following the running/jogging program. In spite of these
benefits, social validity measures were not reported and efforts to maintain the exercise program
beyond the study’s parameters were not discussed.
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Increases for behaviors associated with learning and academic success and decreases in
behaviors that impede participation in learning activities were positively associated with exercise
intervention programs for children with ASD. However, the four evidence-based studies cited
thus far did not address sustaining the exercise behavior beyond the research study. The next
two studies not only address the social validity component of exercise for children with ASD but
also seek to facilitate specific motor skills and abilities rather than measure academic-related
outcomes.
Targeted motor skills. A 14-week aquatic exercise program was the intervention used
for Pan’s (2011) group design study with fifteen 7- to 12-year-old males with ASD and their
siblings without disabilities. This study researched how participation in an aquatic program
affected performance on swimming skills and other fitness measures as well as body
composition. The program took place twice a week for an hour each session and was
implemented in a group setting at a community pool. The author described how participants
developed swimming goals based on individual needs and the use of visual structure and work
systems as components of instructional and assessment strategies. Heart rate data or other
measures of physical activity intensity were not described. The results reported improvement in
aquatic skills and physical fitness measures for participants but reported no changes in body
composition measures. Fidelity of intervention implementation and social validity measures
were not used. However this study lends support for the use of siblings and community
environments to teach exercise behaviors and encourage participation in physical activity
programs beyond school or clinical settings.
Similar outcomes were reported by Fragala-Pinkham, Haley, and O’Neil (2011) for their
aquatic exercise program with 6- to 12-year-old children with ASD. The participants in this
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group design were both male (n = 11) and female (n = 1). Similar to Pan’s (2011) study, this
aquatic program took place twice a week in a community setting and visual strategies and
supports were used to introduce and explain activities to the participants. However these classes
lasted 40 minutes and did not include children without ASD. This study evaluated the effects of
an aquatic program on swimming skills, fitness measures, and body composition. No significant
between-group differences were found for these dependent variables. The intervention took
place within 1:2 adult-child ratios. Unlike the prior studies reviewed, the researchers targeted
20–30 minutes of moderate-to-vigorous aerobic activity as an objective of the intervention and
used heart rate monitors once a week to describe participants’ levels of exercise intensity. They
did identify within-group differences associated with intensity level (e.g., low-to-moderate
versus moderate-to-vigorous) giving support for the objective measurement of aerobic physical
activity intensity. A formal fidelity measure was not used. However, on the basis of
observations of the intervention sessions the authors suggested that differences in lesson
objectives may account for the different levels of intensity (e.g., focus on swimming technique
instead of cardiorespiratory endurance). The researchers also used parent and child satisfaction
questionnaires to evaluate the group exercise program with positive ratings reported not only for
swimming ability outcomes but also self-esteem/confidence and group participation skills.
The reviewed studies explored the association between exercise practices and challenging
behavior, academic engagement, and motor skills and abilities. This research supports exercise
as an evidence-based practice (EBP) to effectively address behavior, academic, and motor skills
for children ages 3–12 years with ASD (Cox, 2013). Each study utilized a predetermined
intervention package (e.g., jogging or swimming program) in school or community settings with
predominantly male participants 3–12 years in age. However, within these six studies was
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significant variation in (a) how physical activity intensity is defined, quantified, and measured;
(b) whether the intervention was tailored to the skills and abilities of each participant; (c)
whether details of instructional techniques and behavior management strategies were provided;
(d) whether the intervention occurred within a group context or was facilitated on an individual
basis; and (e) social validity (i.e., whether the intervention supported exercise behaviors that
were meaningful to participants, their families, and teachers). Table 1 outlines the setting,
participants, and intervention elements of the six exercise studies that met EBP standards for
children and youth with ASD. This study differed from prior research by defining and
objectively measuring aerobic intensity, individualizing the exercise program, and including
fidelity measures.
Summary
The research literature previously described investigated physical activity and individuals
with ASD from a variety of perspectives: (a) risk factors related to diagnostic features that
impede engagement in physical activity; (b) interpersonal, intrapersonal, institutional, and
community characteristics that affect participation in physical activity; (c) activity patterns of
individuals with ASD compared to peers; and (d) use of physical activity to target positive
academic and psychosocial outcomes. Although inferences made from individual studies should
be made with caution, the collective wisdom gained from these studies can inform the next
generation of research in several ways.
First, although strong evidence supports the use of physical activity, specifically exercise,
as an intervention to improve cognitive, social, and behavioral outcomes, this research evidence
has not been extended to adolescents with ASD. Second, exercise is a health behavior that
should be maintained across the lifespan. Along with motor difficulties, many individuals with
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ASD have challenges with sustaining attention to tasks, planning, motivation, and persistence.
Contemporary research can address these challenges through rich description and evaluation of
the instructional strategies and behavior management techniques used to teach adolescents with
ASD physical skills and keep them engaged in exercise. This step is imperative if exercise
behavior is to be supported and maintained outside school and clinical environments.
Third, physical activity, levels of intensity, and exercise are often used as interchangeable
terms in the literature. However, inherent in intervention research is a need to clearly define and
measure variables (e.g., physical activity) that are associated with change to provide useful
information on how much (frequency, duration), to what degree (intensity), and under what
conditions (e.g., type of exercise, setting) effects can be anticipated. The current literature base
lacks consistency between frequency and intensity of physical activity and associated cognitive
or behavioral outcomes, making it difficult to know which elements provided the most benefit to
the participants. It is therefore necessary to use objective ratings of physical activity intensity in
conjunction with observational assessments to identify and describe the effects of an exercise
intervention.
Fourth, the majority of studies conducted occurred in school settings, an environment that
typically provides few opportunities for adolescents with or without ASD to engage in frequent,
sustained, and high-intensity physical activity. Since adolescents without ASD are expected to
meet physical activity recommendations via extracurricular activities, the challenges to both
researchers and practitioners are (a) how to successfully include adolescents with ASD in sports
and physical recreation activities (b) without sacrificing the frequency and intensity of activity
necessary to achieve physical-health and psychological benefits.
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Table 1
Evidence-based Exercise Interventions
Study
Participant(s) Intensity
Age/Grade
Measures

Physical
Activity

Setting
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Cannella-Malone,
Tullis & Kazee
(2011)

8-11 years

Observations –
duration &
frequency

Mixed

School

Instruction
& Behavior
Strategies
Yes

Celiberti, Bobo,
Kelly, Harris &
Handeleman (1997)

5 years

Observations

Walking &
jogging

School

No

Yes

Individual

Fragala-Pinkham,
Haley & O’Neil
(2011)

6-12 years

Heart Rate
Monitors

Swimming

Community

No

Yes

Group

Nicholson, Kehle,
Bray & Van Heest
(2011)

3rd Grade

% time engaged
in physical
activity,
pedometer &
observations

Jogging

School

No

No

Individual

Oriel, George, Peckus
& Semon (2011)

3-6 years

Observations

Jogging

School

Yes

No

Group

Yes

Group

Pan (2011)
7-12 years
None
Swimming
Community
Yes
Note. Individual or Group refers to whether activities were 1:1 with researcher or within a group setting.

Skills
Assessment

Individual
or Group

No

Individual

Statement of Purpose
In response to these next directions for research, this study used an Individualized
Exercise Plan (IXP) based on participant interests, abilities, and personal fitness needs to
increase overall physical activity and facilitate recommended levels of moderate-to-vigorous
aerobic exercise for adolescents with ASD. The implications for cognitive and social outcomes
were also explored. An effective exercise program incorporates best practice standards for
assessing levels of physical fitness and relates selection of exercises to the individual’s skills,
goals, and resources (Zhang & Griffin, 2007). Drawing from conceptual frameworks of
“individualized program” commonly used in education and behavioral interventions for
individuals with special needs, the IXP also (a) included supports and services specific to the
participant, (b) was systematically implemented, (c) was functionally related to broader goals
and objectives, and (d) encouraged family involvement and participation (Iovannone, Dunlap,
Huber, & Kincaid, 2003; Moes & Frea, 2002).
The conceptual framework for the IXP is based on McLeroy et al.’s (1988) SocioEcological Model (SEM). The SEM is an extension of Brofennbrenner’s ecological systems
theory emphasizing the interplay of personal and environmental factors that affect behavior
(McLeroy et al., 1988). It is frequently used to guide public health initiatives for matters such as
healthy eating (Robinson, 2008; Townsend & Foster, 2011), heart health promotion (Riley,
Taylor, & Elliott, 2001), and prenatal care (Sword, 1999). The SEM employs five categories to
identify barriers and resources that influence behavior and behavior change that are described
below and illustrated in Figure 1.
Intrapersonal factors, the first level, are unique to the individual. For an adolescent with
ASD, these may include physical characteristics such as motor skills, atypical activity patterns,
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energy level, sensitivity to the exercise environment, motivation, persistence, fear, and feelings
of self-efficacy (Gyurcsik et al., 2006; Obrusnikova & Cavalier, 2011; Shields, Synnot, & Barr,
2012). Interpersonal factors, the second level, are defined as formal and informal social
networks and support systems. These include the availability of an exercise partner and family
attitudes toward physical activity (Obrusnikova & Cavalier, 2011). The third level includes
institutional and organizational factors. For a student with ASD, third-level factors can include
the school schedule or medical and therapy appointments. These factors affect the student’s
availability to participate in exercise or physical activity. Levels four and five include
community and public policy factors that affect an adolescent’s ability to engage in physical
activity. They can include transportation needs, the availability and access to parks and
recreation facilities as well as mandated physical education classes.
The development of the IXP included parents, which aligns with the socio-ecological
model. Parents not only provide insight into the resources and policies that affect accessibility to
sports and leisure activities, but serve a major role for overcoming barriers at the interpersonal,
community, and institutional levels. Siblings and typically developing peers can be effective
facilitators of physical activity and social skills, and parent support has been identified as a
facilitator of physical activity for children with disabilities (Chu & Pan, 2012; Obrusnikova &
Cavalier, 2011; Shields et al., 2012; Tsao & Odom, 2006). For this study, parents were involved
not only in the development of the IXP but also in the identification of necessary social and
environmental factors to support its use, which increased the likelihood of sustainability (Riley et
al., 2001).
This study seeks to provide a better understanding of the physical activity and exercise
behaviors of adolescents with ASD and how aerobic activity may affect physical health and
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cognitive and social outcomes. The exercise literature specific to ASD is limited and rarely
includes girls or adolescents in the study samples. This investigation recruited both and used
objective measures of aerobic intensity to measure the levels of physical activity in which
participants engaged. It extends the literature on physical activity and EF of individuals with
ASD by examining exercise effects on two EF abilities, verbal working memory and visual
discrimination and processing speed. Verbal working memory, a skill requiring cognitive
flexibility, and visual discrimination and processing speed, a form of information processing, are
important but understudied components of EF. Prior research has facilitated and supported
physical activity for children with ASD but did not include strategies to continue the exercise
activities once the study concluded. The SEM framework allowed the researcher to
systematically collect information on participants’ strengths, abilities, resources, and needs
across multiple domains in order to inform and develop an IXP that could be sustained after the
study’s conclusion.
Specifically, the following research questions were addressed:
1. Does an Individualized Exercise Program (IXP) to increase aerobic physical activity
improve performance on fitness indicators for adolescents with ASD?
2. Does participation in moderate to vigorous aerobic activity affect performance on
executive functions tasks for adolescents with ASD?
3. By participating in physical activity with an IXP, do adolescents with ASD report
changes in their accessibility, interest, or capability to engage in physical activity?
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Public Policy
Park and
recreation
facilities;
walking trails
and bicycle
lanes

ADA requirements, Adaptive PE requirements in
schools, IDEA transition plans, health promotion
initiatives

Community
Institutional/
Organizational

School schedule, therapy appointments, PE classes

Interpersonal
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Family supports &
attitudes about
exercise, peer or
sibling exercise
partners

Intrapersonal

Figure 1. McLeroy’s Socio-Ecological Model of Physical Activity.

Age, gender, IQ, ASD diagnosis, motor skills,
motivation, anxiety

Chapter 2
Method
Using a single-case, multiple-probe design, this study explored the effects of an IXP on
the duration and intensity of aerobic physical activity and performance on executive functions
tasks. All procedures, methods and materials were approved by the Institutional Review Board
(IRB) at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. This chapter provides an overview of
the methods and procedures used in this investigation. First, the inclusion criteria and selection
procedures for participants with ASD are outlined. Second, descriptive information for each
participant is provided as well as the initial steps to identify abilities and interests relevant to the
IXP. Third, the settings, materials, and measures used to implement and assess the IXP’s effects
on physical-health indicators, executive functions, and social outcomes are described. Fourth,
the intervention procedures and methods to ensure fidelity of implementation are reviewed.
Fifth, social validity measures that evaluate the IXP are described.
Participants
Recruitment. Adolescents 12–17 years old with an ASD diagnosis and low levels of
physical activity were recruited for this study. The inclusion criteria specified that potential
participants (a) were between the ages of 12 and 17 years old and had a clinical ASD diagnosis,
(b) were ambulatory, (c) did not have a medical condition that would prohibit safe participation
in aerobic and/or strength-training activities, (d) were able to verbally communicate in English
with the researcher (e.g., answer questions regarding comfort or discomfort during exercise and
complete executive functions tasks administered throughout the intervention), (e) lived within 45
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minutes of the university area, and (f) engaged in low levels or infrequent physical activity for at
least 6 months prior to the start of the study per parent report. Low-level physical activity was
defined as less than twice a week, low intensity (i.e., heart rate does not become elevated), or
poor activity duration (i.e., moderate-vigorous activity is sporadic and difficult to sustain when it
occurs) as reported by parents. Figure 2 illustrates the recruitment steps and selection process
used during the recruitment and initial screening period. Recruitment flyers describing the study
were distributed via e-mail to state and local autism education, advocacy, and parent support
organizations. The recruitment flyers contained the e-mail and phone number of the principal
investigator.
Initial screening. Thirty-five parents contacted the researcher within 48 hours after
recruitment materials were issued to community contacts. The researcher responded to contacts
from parents requesting information on the study in the order which they were received via either
e-mail or telephone and explained the study steps and participant expectations. At these initial
contacts parents were asked to provide information on their child’s current physical activity and
exercise practices as well as any concerns they had regarding their child’s physical health. They
were asked to briefly describe their child’s developmental history and current educational
supports and services. Fourteen referrals were determined ineligible due to reasons such as the
child’s age, the family could not commit to the time frame of the study, or the family lived more
than 45 minutes from the university making the commute a barrier to feasibly implementing the
intervention. Phone conversations were scheduled with the remaining 21 parents.
During the first phone contact with parents, an adapted version of the Physical Activity
Readiness Questionnaire (PAR-Q) was administered after parents consented to answer healthrelated questions on behalf of their child. The PAR-Q is a two-page physical activity and
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Recruitment flyer e-mailed to community contacts
35 Respondents

Email/phone contact with each respondent




Review study steps, requirements and timeline
Verify adolescent’s age, diagnosis, current physical activity
practices
Verify family lives within 45 minutes of university

YES

NO

Adapted PAR-Q (21)

Not eligible to enroll (14)

PASSED (18)

NO PASS (3)

Schedule Home Visit (5)

Standby (13)




E-mail Consents, Activity Goals & Options
E-mail Sport & Health Examination Form
Home Visit
 Review and Sign Consents
 Pre-Baseline Testing
 Discuss Activity Options & Goals

First three families to complete
this process = Enrolled
Figure 2. Recruitment to Enrollment Process Flow Chart.
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Remaining families contacted
and thanked for their interest
in participating (15).

readiness questionnaire that screens participants for physical-health risks requiring physician
supervision to participate in an exercise program (Warburton, Bredin, & Gleahill, 2011). This
screening tool was adapted to allow parents or legal guardians to respond on behalf of their
children. See Appendix A for the adapted PAR-Q.
Seven questions from the adapted PAR-Q were asked during the initial phone
conversation with parents. All seven questions required an answer of “no” by the responding
parent if participants were to be eligible to enroll. The adapted PAR-Q served to screen out
adolescents who could not safely engage in aerobic exercise without close monitoring by a
physician. Three participants were determined ineligible based on the PAR-Q.
The remaining 18 parents began the enrollment process, which involved e-mailing them
(a) a copy of the study steps, (b) consent forms for both parents and adolescents to review, (c)
sample activities that may be included in the IXP, and (d) a sports and exercise physical
examination and health assessment to be completed by their child’s physician. See Appendix B
for a copy of the Sports and Exercise Physical Examination and Health Assessment. A face-toface appointment was then scheduled with the first five respondents to discuss in greater detail
the study steps and expectations and complete pre-intervention assessments. Once three
participants and families completed the process through enrollment, the researcher contacted the
parents of the remaining potential participants to explain that the study was full. In addition,
agencies distributing the recruitment flyer were contacted to request that they hold off on further
referrals.
Enrollment. Initial home visits were conducted to (a) obtain signed consent, (b) discuss
the types of exercises each participant would like to do at the end of the study, and (c) administer
a series of pre-intervention assessment measures. The initial meetings lasted approximately 2
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hours and took place at a location chosen by each parent. Two families opted to meet at their
homes and the third requested a university meeting room. The study steps were explained in
greater detail, and any questions from the parents or adolescents were answered. The consents to
participate in the study were reviewed and signed by at least one parent and the adolescent.
During the initial meeting parents and their children described in greater detail current
exercise or physical activity practices, and any sports or extracurricular activities and/or physical
education classes that were currently taking place or that were expected to take place over the
study period. The meeting concluded with a discussion of the types of physical activities the
parents and their children would like to do after the conclusion of the study. No written or
articulated physical activity goal was required at that time. Rather, parents and children were
encouraged to think about what they would like to do in an 8- to 10-week period so that the IXP
would support a meaningful family outcome. The heart-rate monitor watch and telemetry strap
were also introduced to the participants during this meeting. The type of exercise equipment and
activities that the participants preferred was discussed as well as where the parents anticipated
the intervention taking place.
Pre-intervention assessment measures. Figure 3 outlines the assessment tools and time
points during the study steps when instruments were used with participants. Pre-intervention
assessments served three purposes: (a) to verify an ASD diagnosis and eligibility to participate;
(b) to collect data on physical fitness/health indicators and physical activity interests for
comparison with post-intervention assessments; and (c) to identify skills, abilities, and interests
that could inform the development of the IXP. At the pre-intervention home visit four normreferenced tools were administered. These tools are described below.
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Phase
I.

Pre-Baseline Testing

II.

Baseline Phase

Components
SRS
Brief Leiter
CAPE/PAC
Participant 1 (Kelly) 5 Baseline probes
Participant 2 (Jill) 5 Baseline probes
Participant 3 (Sabrina) 6 Baseline probes

III.

Pre-Intervention
Height
Fitness Assessment & Weight
Measurements
Body Composition & Measurements
Cardiovascular endurance task (e.g. 1 mile walk)

IV.

Intervention

IXP 18 sessions per participant (approximately 3XWeek for
6 weeks)
Heart Rate data collected at each IXP session
5 Executive Functions probes per participant (verbal working
memory and visual processing speed)

Post-Intervention
Testing

Post-Intervention Fitness Assessment & Measurements
Height
Weight
Body Composition & Measurements
Cardiovascular endurance task (e.g. 1 mile walk)
PAC
Social Validity Questionnaires

Maintenance

One probe per participant 4-6 weeks post-intervention

V.

VI.

Figure 3. Outline of Assessment and Data Collection Points.
In order to externally verify a diagnosis of ASD, parents completed the Social
Responsiveness Scale (SRS). This is a 65-item parent rating scale measuring Social Awareness,
Social Cognition, Social Communication, Social Motivation, and Autistic Mannerisms
(Constantino & Gruber, 2005). Standard T-Scores of 60T or higher are indicative of an ASD
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diagnosis; with 60–75T consistent with mild-to-moderate or “high functioning” ASD and 76T or
greater associated with the significant impairments in social interactions that occur in the severe
range of ASD.
The Leiter International Performance Scale-Revised Brief Version is a nonverbal
intelligence tool that assesses visualization and reasoning skills (Roid & Miller, 1997). No
minimum IQ was required to participate in this study. However, results of this testing and
observations made during its administration were used to inform how exercise activities and
directions would be presented to participants. The administration of the Leiter-Brief allowed the
researcher to establish initial rapport with potential participants and verify the participant could
engage in table tasks and follow directions. The researcher also observed strategies used to
communicate and problem solve.
The Children’s Assessment of Participation and Enjoyment (CAPE) and Preferences for
Activities of Children (PAC) was administered to capture information about each participant’s
recent and preferred sports, exercise, and recreation activities. The CAPE/PAC is a self-report
measure of participation and perceptions of accessibility to recreation and leisure activities (King
et al., 2004a, 2004b). This norm-referenced questionnaire for youth 6 to 21 years old examines
how children and adolescents with and without disabilities rate five dimensions of participation
— diversity (i.e., number of activities), frequency of participation, enjoyment of activities,
context (i.e., when and with whom), and preferences for involvement.
The CAPE/PAC served two purposes at this meeting. The CAPE provided information
about the participants’ prior experiences with physical activity, perceived barriers and facilitators
to exercise, as well as the participants’ likes and dislikes that aided in the development of the
individualized exercise plan. The PAC was administered in order to have an initial score for
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comparison after the study concluded to address research question #3, which explored the effects
of the IXP on the perceptions of adolescents with regard to their interests, accessibility, and
capability to participate in different types of physical activity. It was then re-administered at the
conclusion of the intervention phase. Responses and scores were compared to capture changes
in attitude or interest the participant may have had after participating in regular physical exercise.
Each conversation and encounter between the researcher, parents and participants from
the initial recruitment contact to the intervention phase was used as an opportunity to identify
barriers and facilitators to exercise using the SEM framework. During the initial phone contact
with parents, the researcher inquired about the interests, skills and abilities of the potential
participant to get preliminary information on intrapersonal characteristics. Parents were asked to
describe their exercise preferences, the community resources they utilized for physical activity,
and what they considered barriers to regular exercise (e.g. transportation, competing
commitments, and finances). These are examples of interpersonal and community level factors
within the SEM. Information gained through the administration of the Leiter, CAPE/PAC, and
SRS also identified factors at the first three levels of the SEM that could be supportive of
physical activity or would need to be addressed if the IXP were to be successfully implemented.
These factors included not only the participants’ interests and previous experiences with physical
activity but their persistence with tasks, how they followed directions, communication abilities,
and response to praise and encouragement.
The information gathered from these conversations, norm-referenced assessments,
baseline observations and performance during the fitness assessment were used to develop the
IXP. The primary goal of the IXP was to increase each participant’s frequency, duration and
intensity of aerobic physical activity using teaching strategies that were appropriate to individual
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skills and abilities. However, the IXP also served to support the family activity goal. Parents
provided information relevant to levels two and three of the SEM framework that allowed the
researcher to develop an IXP that would be a sustainable program for parents and participants
following the conclusion of the study.
Participant description. Three adolescent girls, ages 13, 14, and 16 years old, were
enrolled in this study. Each participant was assigned a pseudonym and identification number that
were used on all documentation except the consent forms and sports/exercise physical
examination form. On the basis of parent report each participant had opportunities to engage in
exercise or aerobic physical activity, however, motivation to do so was minimal. Furthermore,
while performing any form of physical activity the intensity was typically low and the duration
of the activity was less than 30 minutes. Each participant is described below in greater detail,
highlighting her specific skills, abilities, interests, any relevant health information, family
resources, and activity goals as identified from the pre-intervention conversations and
assessments.
Participant 1. Kelly was a 13-year-old female with a diagnosis of ASD. Her mother
completed the SRS, and Kelly’s T-score of 81 verified her ASD diagnosis. She attended regular
8th-grade education classes in a public school located in the southeastern region of the United
States. Her mother reported that Kelly was identified as gifted and talented based on school
assessments of intelligence. Her IQ as measured by the Leiter-Brief was 133, which fell in the
Very High/Gifted category. Her primary care physician completed the Sport and Health Physical
Examination and Assessment Form. In addition to ASD, Kelly’s provider included ADHD and
depression as co-diagnoses. Kelly wore contact lenses to correct for near-sightedness. She also
had exercise-induced asthma and self-administered an albuterol inhaler prior to aerobic exercise
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and again as needed for wheezing. Additional medications included daily doses of
methylphenidate extended release, sertraline, and loratadine.
Kelly lived at home with both parents and a younger brother who also has ASD. Her
CAPE results reflected interest in an average range of activities, mostly solitary, compared to
same-age peers. When engaged in preferred activities she reported high enjoyment. However,
the frequency and intensity in which she engaged in preferred activities was rated low and
typically took place in home or school settings. Her PAC summary ranked recreational activities
such as video games, watching television, and doing puzzles highest and physical activities and
skill-based activities such as swimming, dancing and sports lowest.
Kelly’s physical activity at the start of the study was limited to physical education (PE)
classes in school. Her parents reported that although PE was daily for 45 minutes, Kelly
frequently did not “dress out” or refused to participate in the lessons. Kelly’s family requested
the study activities take place at the family home. They had a stationary bicycle, minitrampoline, hand weights, and an exercise mat available for use. A goal set by both parents was
that Kelly exercise more frequently due to her current weight and a family history of weightrelated health concerns.
Participant 2. Jill was a 16-year-old female with an ASD diagnosis. Her mother
completed the SRS, and Jill’s T-score of 88 verified her ASD diagnosis. Jill was in the 10th
grade and received the majority of her occupational course of study classes in public schools as a
student in Autism-specific special education classrooms in the southeastern region of the United
States. Her IQ as measured by the Leiter-Brief was 70 and fell in the Low category. Her
primary care physician completed her sport and exercise physical examination form. In addition
to an ASD diagnosis, her physician reported Jill had a measured IQ of 65, was near-sighted but
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did not wear corrective lenses or glasses, and took daily doses of methylphenidate extended
release, sertraline, and guanfacine to manage behavior, impulsivity, and seasonal allergies.
Jill lived at home with both parents and a younger sister. Her CAPE scores reflected a
moderate amount of diversity compared to peers in the types of activities in which she engaged
with a preference for solitary or small group settings. When engaged in preferred activities she
reported high enjoyment and due to active community involvement by her sister and parents, Jill
was frequently exposed to a variety of recreation settings. Her preferred activities as chosen on
the PAC were both recreational and skill-based. She reported high interest in playing with pets,
dancing, swimming, and horseback riding.
In addition to volunteer work at a local animal shelter, Jill participated in Special
Olympics baseball each summer and fall. Her parents reported that Jill typically spent game time
standing around with her teammates. Her mother reported that Jill was very sedentary,
preferring to read books, watch TV, or play with her iPod and that her weight rose and her
energy levels decreased once she began medications to address attention and behavior problems.
She further reported the challenge for Jill was not lack of interest in physical activities but rather
her ability to stay on task for more than a few minutes or with an intensity that would be
considered aerobic. Jill’s parents identified a family goal for the conclusion of the study. Their
neighborhood community center recently renovated its workout facility. Both parents wanted to
use the workout room for their own exercise practices while Jill safely exercised at the same
time.
Participant 3. Sabrina was a 14-year-old female with an ASD diagnosis. The SRS
completed by her mother verified her ASD diagnosis with a T-score of 84. Sabrina attended a
private school for children with diverse learning needs (primarily learning disabilities, ASD, and
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comparable developmental disabilities) in the southeastern region of the United States. Reliable
IQ testing was not completed. Sabrina refused many of the items, making valid results and
interpretations unlikely. Her primary care physician completed her sport and exercise form.
Other than stating a diagnosis of autism and that she takes risperidone — no frequency or dosage
indicated — no further diagnosis or medical needs were provided.
Sabrina, an only child, lived at home with both parents. Her CAPE scores indicated that
she participated in an average amount of diverse activities compared to same-age peers with a
preference for either solitary activities or those that are done one-to-one with a familiar adult.
She participated in some community-based activities (e.g., dining out, Zumba classes) with her
mother and usually enjoyed them once they were underway. Her PAC summary was consistent
with her mother’s report of activity preferences. Sabrina enjoyed solitary recreational activities
such as playing with her toys, playing computer and video games, and taking care of her pets.
Sabrina expressed the least interest in skill-based activities based on her PAC ratings. Her
highest ratings were for social activities that required the company of others (e.g., visiting with
others, going on outings).
Sabrina attended Tae Kwon Do classes once a week where she held a red belt. Sabrina
participated in daily recess at school but structured PE classes were not offered. Her mother
reported that although Sabrina enjoyed dancing she preferred to watch TV or play on her
computer. Her parents indicated their goal was to have Sabrina exercise more frequently and
without protest. One parent wanted Sabrina to exercise at home with the equipment they owned
(e.g., stationary bicycle, rowing machine, elliptical machine), and the other parent was interested
in taking Sabrina with her to a local fitness club.
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Setting and Materials
Each family and participant selected a preferred location to engage in physical activity on
the basis of their interests and self-identified resources. Kelly opted to use the family’s home
exercise room for all activities related to this study. At her disposal were a stationary bicycle,
mini-trampoline, hand weights, and a yoga mat. Jill’s baseline activities utilized a walking trail
in her neighborhood. However, her intervention occurred at a nearby community exercise
facility. Equipment available for use with Jill’s IXP included treadmills, elliptical machines, a
stationary bicycle, weight machines, free weights, and exercise mats. Sabrina’s baseline sessions
occurred primarily at home with one baseline observation taking place at school during recess.
The home sessions included use of kickboxing videos, a stationary bicycle, and an elliptical
machine. In addition, Sabrina had hand weights and an aerobic step available for use.
Several additional materials were used throughout the study. Materials included (a) a
heart-rate monitor, (b) tools to measure body composition and size, (c) materials used during the
IXP, and (d) materials used for incentives. These materials are described in further detail below.
Heart-rate monitor. A Polar FT40 heart-rate monitor watch and accompanying
transmitter band were used to record the total minutes of physical activity while participants
were implementing the IXP. In addition, the heart-rate monitor recorded the average heart rate,
the number of minutes in the Target Heart Rate Range (THRR), and the percentage of time the
user’s heart rate was in THRR. THRR was calculated using the Gellish formula.
Body composition and measurement materials. Each participant’s height, weight, and
body measurements were recorded before and after the intervention. Each measurement was
taken twice to avoid administrator or recording errors. Height was obtained using a standard
yardstick. Participants stood with their backs to the wall without wearing shoes. They were
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asked to look forward keeping their feet, calves, bottom, upper back and back of their head in
contact with the wall. A standard ruler was used to mark the wall at the top of the participant’s
head. The yardstick was used to measure the distance from the mark to the floor. The
participant’s height was immediately recorded on a record form in English units (i.e., feet and
inches).
A commercially-available Precision Get Fit Digital Body Weight Scale was used to
collect body composition data. It was set to zero and calibrated prior to each use. The age and
height of each participant was entered into a digital profile so that body composition could also
be calculated. Participants were asked to remove their shoes and socks and step on the scale.
The recordings of overall weight in pounds, body fat percentage, percentage of muscle weight,
and bone mass were logged.
Body measurements were collected using a standard cloth tape measure over each
participant while wearing exercise clothes (i.e., T-shirt, sports bra, and exercise shorts). To take
chest measurements one end of the tape measure was placed at the fullest part of the bust,
wrapped around the chest by going under the armpits, around the shoulder blades and back to the
front. Waist measurements were taken at the participant’s natural waist – above the belly button
and below the rib cage. Hip measurements started at one hip and circled around the buttocks
making sure to wrap across the largest part of the bottom, around the other hip and back to the
starting point. The right thigh was measured at its fullest point, approximately 5 inches above
the knee, starting in the front and wrapping around the leg. The right upper arm was also
measured at its widest point, approximately 3 inches below the humeral head (where the upper
arm bone meets the shoulder).
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IXP materials. A variety of materials were used to present the IXP to each participant
including photographs, flip-chart paper, 4X6 index cards, Velcro, colored markers, and 3-ring
binders. A Sony HDR-CX230 Handycam and universal tripod were used to videotape each
session during each phase. Two Sportline stopwatches and an Everlast timer were also used for
this study.
Incentives. Each participant received $100.00 for participating in this study. Jill and
Sabrina received a $10.00 gift card every three sessions from baseline through the last
intervention session and the maintenance probe. Kelly requested cash instead of a gift card and
with her parents’ permission was given $2.00-$4.00 each session until $10.00 was reached for
that week. Additional incentives were used periodically with Jill and Sabrina as adjustments
were made to the IXP. These materials were small items such as assorted art supplies and bath
products based on their interests.
Dependent Variables
In order to measure the effects of the IXP for adolescents with ASD data were collected
on the following dependent variables throughout the study: a) number of minutes engaged in
physical activity, b) number of minutes the participant’s heart rate was in a THRR for aerobic
exercise, c) average heart rate, and d) the percentage of time the participant’s heart rate was in
the THRR. Number of minutes engaged in physical activity and number of minutes the
participant’s heart rate was in a THRR were the primary dependent variables expected to change
in response to manipulation of the IXP.
Physical activity. The THRR was calculated using the Gellish Formula as outlined in
the 8th Edition of the American College of Sports Medicine’s (ACSM) Guidelines for Exercise
Testing and Prescription (Gladwin, 2010). The recommendation by the ACSM is that
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individuals work within an intensity range of 64-94% of their heart rate maximum for developing
and maintaining cardiorespiratory fitness based on fitness level and experience (Gladwin, 2010).
Because this study targeted moderate-to-vigorous levels of aerobic intensity while implementing
the IXP, regular heart-rate checks occurred with the expectation that the participant’s heart rate
was 70–94% of their heart-rate maximum during peak aerobic activities. The formula used to
calculate the THRR and moderate-to-vigorous intensity was
Estimated (HRmax) = 206.9 - (0.67 x age)
HR64% = 64% x HRmax
HR70% = 70% x HRmax
HR94% = 94% x HRmax
The THRR (64–94%) was programmed into each participant’s heart-rate monitor, and the
number of minutes in which their heart rates were within this training zone was recorded. The
moderate-to-vigorous intensity (70–94%) level was an aim for each participant throughout the
intervention. See Table 2 for the THRR information for each participant.
Table 2
Target Heart Rate Range Information
Participant
Heart Rate Max

THRR (64-94%
HRmax)

Moderate-Vigorous
HR zone (70-94%
HRmax)
Kelly
198
126-186
138-186
Jill
196
125-184
137-184
Sabrina
197
126-185
137-185
Note. For minutes of physical activity and minutes in THRR, all reported numbers were rounded
down. For example if a session lasted 59 minutes 32 seconds (59:32) it was logged as 59
minutes.
Descriptive Variables
Physical fitness. Although no universally endorsed fitness measures exist for children
and adolescents, for the 2013–2014 academic year, the Presidential Fitness challenge utilized
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Fitnessgram© (McAdaragh & Janot, 2006). To inform the development of the IXP, selected
Fitnessgram© items were administered to assess indicators of cardiovascular health, muscular
strength and endurance, and flexibility. These elements were curl-ups, a 1-mile walk/run, sitreach, push-ups/wall push-ups, trunk lift, and shoulder stretch. Each activity or an accepted
variation/modification was administered as directed in the FitnessGram and ActivityGram Test
Administration Manual (Meredith & Welk, 2010). The cardiovascular endurance task was readministered post-intervention to describe any functional changes in aerobic capabilities. The
endurance task and body composition information serve to describe changes over time that might
be attributed to increased aerobic exercise but could also reflect a more meaningful outcome to
participants and parents compared to heart-rate data.
Executive functions. At five points during the intervention phase a snapshot assessment
of executive functions was conducted to identify any immediate effects of aerobic activity on
cognitive processes. The two assessment tasks were adapted from the Woodcock-Johnson Tests
of Cognitive Abilities (WJ-III; Woodcock, McGrew, & Schenk, 2007). These tasks were
administered prior to the execution of the IXP and again immediately after it was completed with
the number of correct answers recorded. A script was followed to deliver instructions each time
a task was administered. Pencils were provided and the time was monitored using a standard
exercise stopwatch.
The numbers reversed task assessed working memory and attentional capacity. This task
required the adolescent participant to hold a span of numbers in immediate awareness while
performing a mental operation on it (i.e., reversing the sequence) and repeating the numbers in
reverse order. Number sequences progressed in length, gradually becoming more difficult. The
task was stopped following three incorrect responses by the participant (see Appendix C).
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The visual matching task was administered to assess processing speed, perceptual speed
and cognitive efficiency (i.e., the speed at which an individual can make visual symbol
discriminations) within a 3-minute time limit. The participant was required to locate and circle
two identical numbers in a row of six numbers. Each numbered pair proceeded in difficulty from
one- to three-digit numbers (see Appendix D).
The number of correct responses (raw scores) for both tasks were recorded and charted to
identify trends between pre- and post-performance as well as over the course of the intervention.
Scores were visually inspected to see if any changes between pre- and post-test performance may
be associated with the intensity, time in THRR, or duration of physical activity. Any correlation
was speculative but served to identify trends for an individual participant as to whether aerobic
activity had immediate effects on the two EF tasks assessed as well as whether similar response
patterns were observed across participants.
Research Design
This investigation used a single-case, multiple-probe design (Horner & Baer, 1978) to
assess the effects of an IXP on adolescent participants’ physical activity and performance on
executive function tasks. A single-case design (SCD) was appropriate for this study instead of a
group design because it allowed the researcher to document change over time for each
participant. Group designs typically utilize pre- and post-test comparisons to determine whether
an intervention was effective. However, a goal of this study was to increase the frequency and
intensity of aerobic activity for participants through individualized exercise programming. This
objective necessitated the on-going measurement and collection of heart rate data to both
document the effects of the IXP and inform changes to the exercise program based on the
participants’ performance. A group design would require a large sample size in order to have
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enough statistical power to detect effects and estimate their magnitude. An individual researcher
could not feasibly implement an individualized exercise program at the recommended frequency
and intensity for adolescents with the study sample size necessary for reliable group
comparisons. Single-case designs are experimental designs often used in applied clinical and
education research to establish a causal relationship between an intervention and one or more
outcome variables (Kratochwill et al., 2010). These designs are characterized by individual
cases. A case may be a single participant or a cluster of participants such as a classroom or
community population. Each case serves as its own control for the comparison of changes in the
outcome or dependant variables. Single-case designs require the outcome variable to be
measured repeatedly across baseline and intervention conditions.
A multiple baseline design involves a staggered introduction of the independent variable
across different points in time and relies on effect replication to minimize threats to internal
validity (Kratochwill et al., 2010). A variation of this is the multiple-probe design. Guidelines
for quality multiple-probe designs include (a) the articulation of clearly defined dependent
variables prior to the start of the study; (b) the collection of probe data at each tier prior to the
introduction of the intervention or independent variable; (c) a minimum of five probes during
baseline conditions to establish a baseline trend; (d) the identification of at least three behaviors
of participants that are similar, but functionally independent of one another; and (e) the
continuous collection of data on the dependent variables throughout the intervention
(Kratochwill et al., 2010; Tawney & Gast, 1984).
Kratochwill et al. (2013) described standards for evaluating SCD intervention research.
These standards emphasized the systematic manipulation of the independent variable, in this case
the IXP, as well as the systematic measurement of key outcomes or dependant variables. The
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latter must be conducted by more than one assessor, and inter-observer agreement (IOA) must be
no less than 80% for a minimum of 20% of each participant session. The authors further defined
high-quality designs as including at least three attempts to document an intervention effect at
different points in order to relate changes in outcome variables with the intervention.
Traditionally, a multiple baseline design requires some participants to remain in an
extended baseline phase. Because of this requirement, there is a risk for some participants that
increased exposure or opportunity to engage in exercise could result in unintended effects that
influence the participant’s ability to participate in the study. This study used multiple probes
across participants instead of a traditional multiple baseline design to avoid any unintended
effects of an extended and continuous baseline. A well-developed exercise plan executed early
in the study reduced the risk of injury, negative experiences that may deter the adolescent from
exercise, and the development of habits or behaviors that would impede fitness outcomes (e.g.,
quitting after a brief period). For the purpose of this study three phases were utilized in this
design: baseline (A), intervention (B), and maintenance (C).
Procedure
Baseline – Phase A. The purpose of the baseline phase was to identify what the typical
duration and intensity of aerobic activity was for each participant prior to intervention. It was
used to establish the control condition in order to measure the effects of the intervention on the
dependent variables associated with physical health (i.e., duration of aerobic activity, intensity of
heart rate, and amount of time the participant’s heart rate was in the THRR). The researcher did
not aid or facilitate the baseline activities other than verbally prompt the participant to continue
as long as she could comfortably sustain or would usually perform the exercise. The heart-rate
monitor strap was attached to the participant by either the researcher or the participant’s mother
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and activated immediately before the exercise began then stopped after the participant or her
parent indicated the exercise was finished.
For each baseline probe the adolescent participant was prompted by the researcher to
“Show me what you usually do or would do to exercise.” This introduced an artificial element to
the baseline phase in that each of the participants was typically sedentary and only engaging in
aerobic types of exercise because of the researcher's request. However, in order to examine the
experimental effects of the IXP on physical activity duration and intensity comparison data was
needed. If the participant did not have a familiar exercise activity then she was encouraged to do
something she may want to try during the intervention phase.
The researcher took notes on whether the participant was appropriately dressed for
aerobic exercise; had water available to drink before, during, and after the session; and included
stretching in her physical activity. The baseline probes also allowed the researcher to make
observations that could inform the development of the IXP or how it should be presented to the
participant. Observations were also made on environmental distractions; the response of the
participant to any parent encouragement, motivation, or direction; how the participant responded
to transitions, movement patterns, and form; persistence; motor planning and imitation; attention
to task; and expressions of comfort or discomfort.
Kelly. During each baseline probe Kelly opted to ride a stationary bicycle in her room
without her parents present. Kelly operated her heart-rate monitor watch without assistance from
the researcher. She began cycling as soon as she was prompted to begin exercising. Kelly
pedaled with high intensity as measured by her heart rate throughout her baseline session. She
did not engage in warm-up or cool-down activities nor did she have water available while
exercising.
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Jill. Jill and one parent walked the family dog around their neighborhood as her baseline
activity. Her heart-rate monitor was attached and started by the researcher at the entrance of the
trail and turned off when she returned to that same point. The typical route was a 1.1-mile loop.
During the third baseline probe, Jill and her father took a different route that was approximately
3 miles because the family participated in a neighborhood clean-up/trash-collection project every
3 to 4 months. Jill was observed to walk slowly although her heart rate quickly accelerated in
spite of her pace during each baseline session. She was attentive to neighborhood pets
encountered along the way. Jill did not engage in warm-up or cool-down exercises but often had
a glass of water once home.
Sabrina. Sabrina performed different activities, selected by a parent and conducted for a
designated amount of time, during her baseline sessions. These activities included walking
outside, using an elliptical machine or stationary bicycle, and doing routines from a kickboxing
video. Her heart-rate monitor was attached and started by the researcher before she began each
activity and turned off when she completed the predetermined duration for the activity. Sabrina
frequently verbally protested about both engaging in exercise and the amount of time she was
expected to perform the activity. She was often distracted by conversations between her mother
and other adults in the home or the television that was on while she exercised. She slowed her
movements or simply stopped exercising when these distractions occurred. She appeared most
engaged by a kickboxing video but had difficulty keeping up with the frequent and quick
transitions between steps and movements. Sabrina did not engage in warm-up or cool-down
exercises and drank water only after instructed to do so by her mother.
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Intervention – Phase B.
Developing an Individualized Exercise Plan. A fitness assessment was scheduled at the
family home once it was determined that a participant would move from the baseline condition
to the intervention phase. Height, weight, and body composition and measurements were
obtained at this assessment. The Fitnessgram activities were verbally explained, illustrated with
pictures, and demonstrated. Each participant’s performance for these activities was recorded on
an index card. The results for each participant are provided in Table 3. These results were
shared with parents and participants in a discussion that included a review of the family activity
goal. We discussed which exercises would be incorporated into the IXP on the basis of the
interests and information obtained during the initial meeting with participants, fitness
assessment, and baseline observations. Parents were encouraged to have water bottles and a
healthy snack (e.g., apple with peanut butter) available after the exercise sessions and to
participate in the exercise activities or observe and ask questions as frequently as they wished.
Each participant’s IXP was developed from training variables that are promoted by the
Principle of Progression (Gladwin, 2010). The Principle of Progression recommends gradual
increases in three to four training variables (i.e., frequency, intensity, time/duration, and mode of
exercise) in order to minimize the risk of injury and maximize fitness gains. A typical exercise
program implemented three to five times per week allows 4–6 weeks as a conditioning period
(Gladwin, 2010). However, after entering age, height, and weight information into the Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention Child and Adolescent BMI calculator, results indicated that
Kelly qualified as obese and Jill and Sabrina as overweight based on percentile for age standards.
Referencing exercise guidelines specific to overweight populations for each IXP was important
in order to minimize safety risks and facilitate optimal health outcomes. These recommendations
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included monitoring intensity with a Rating of Perceived Exertion (RPE) scale, selecting
exercises that were easily accomplished and performing them for short periods of time, including
stretches, and avoiding high-impact exercises.
Table 3
Body Composition and Physical Fitness Indicators
Height Weight Body Muscle Chest Right Waist Hips
Fat
%
Upper
%
Arm
Kelly

Jill

Pre

Right
Thigh

One
Mile
Walk

5'5"

177.4

34.5

34.4

42.5"

13"

37.5"

41"

21"

18:08

Post 5'6"

190.0

37

35

44.5"

13"

39"

45"

19"

19:09

Pre

5'7"

174.6

31.9

36.9

42.5"

11"

36.5"

41"

16.3"

27:35

Post 5'7"

169.6

29.6

35.7

39.5"

11"

36.0"

41"

17"

22:35

5'0"

142.4

23.1

41.7

37"

21"

35"

42.5" 21"

20:00a

Post 5'0"

143.2

21.3

38.4

36"

19.5"

35"

41.5" 19.5"

Sabrina Pre

3:48b

Note. Sabrina’s cardiovascular endurance task was the amount of time to complete ¼ mile on an elliptical machine.
She did not complete ¼ mile during her pre-intervention fitness assessment.
a
Completed less than ¼ mile.
b
Completed ¼ mile.

Finally, it was important to consider incentives and strategies to keep the three
participants engaged in their exercise plans. The initial goal was compliance with the exercise
program. As the exercises became familiar and were successfully performed, the participant was
encouraged to do them with greater intensity and for longer periods. Each participant required
different levels of support for both learning outcomes in education settings and tasks of daily
living at home. Kelly used a written schedule that outlined her chores at home and how much
computer/TV time she earned for doing them. Jill and Sabrina used written schedules and visual
supports at school and home to understand what to do and when to do it. These strategies were
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used to convey “what” exercise to do, “how long” to do it or “how many” repetitions to
complete, “what happens next”, and when the activity was “finished”.
Common features of the Individualized Exercise Plans. The primary goal of the IXP
was that each participant could safely meet the current recommendation of moderate to vigorous
aerobic activity, 3 days a week for 30 minutes (USDHHS, 2008). Although the details of each
IXP were tailored to the skills and abilities of the participant and related to a family-identified
goal, there were common features across all three. First, there was an assumption that the IXP
would provide a framework that exercise is a healthy behavior. Exercise was systematically
introduced, cued, rewarded, and organized using effective teaching strategies for individuals with
ASD. These included visual schedules, pictures and structured work systems, and earned
rewards. Praise and verbal encouragement focused on positive outcomes associated with
exercise (e.g., “You’re doing something healthy for your brain and your body”). Regular water
breaks and heart-rate checks were incorporated into each IXP.
Second, each IXP included a set of warm-up activities and cool-down stretches that
bookended the aerobic activities and served to gradually increase and decrease the participant’s
heart rate. Sedentary individuals often become anxious when their heart rate increases.
Therefore, the warm-up and cool-down activities served to ease the transition between resting
heart rate and aerobic-intensity exercise (Gladwin, 2010).
Third, because many individuals with ASD have communication and sensory challenges,
an RPE scale and a self-assessment scale were developed. These tools were used at set points
during the IXP to have the participant identify how difficult she felt the previous exercise was
(easy, ok, or hard) and how she felt after completing that exercise (5-point Likert scale with
faces). These ratings allowed the researcher to triangulate behavioral observations of exercise
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intensity (e.g., sweating, heavy breathing, difficulty talking), heart-rate readings, and participant
report, then adjust the IXP as necessary. See Appendix E for the RPE and Appendix F for the
self-assessment scales.
Fourth, aerobic activities were selected that were familiar to the participant and could be
executed with minimal form corrections or other interference by the researcher based on
observations during the baseline sessions and fitness assessment. However, some new exercises
were introduced over the course of the six-week intervention phase. The exercises selected for
each participant were systematically introduced with pictures and written descriptions of the
action sequence to be executed. These were shown to the participant prior to the start of that
day’s exercise session. The researcher then demonstrated the activity for the participant. After
the demonstration, the participant was cued to “Show me how you do ___.” This three-step
process was used to introduce any unfamiliar exercises that were incorporated into the IXP (e.g.
kickboxing movements) until the participant could perform them when cued only by the name of
the action either written or spoken by the researcher. Pictures of different stretches or aerobic
exercises were frequently taped to the wall or kept in a nearby three-ring binder for ease of
reference as needed. The teaching methods frequently employed in traditional exercise
instruction rely greatly on motor imitation and language comprehension. Visual strategies were
emphasized to introduce and cue the elements of the IXP because each participant had challenges
with motor imitation, language comprehension and visual processing speed. These challenges
were observed during both the intelligence assessment and baseline phase observations. In
addition, the number of repetitions to be performed for each action was greater than is typical in
aerobic choreography to allow the participant to organize and execute each movement 20-24
times before switching to a new motor sequence.
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Successful completion of the IXP was the preliminary goal for the first two weeks of the
intervention. By the third week the aerobic activities were predictable and could be elevated in
either intensity or duration. By the fifth week participants were encouraged to implement the
steps of the IXP with less guidance by the researcher.
These four elements were common to each IXP. The IXP was developed within a week
of the fitness assessment, and families were then contacted to schedule the first intervention
session. The IXP was explained to both parents and participants and implemented in a location
of the family’s choosing. Kelly and Sabrina exercised at home and Jill exercised at a
neighborhood workout facility.
IXP implementation. Participants received the intervention on average three times a
week for 6 weeks. The Thanksgiving, Christmas, and New Year’s holidays mildly altered the
timing of sessions. Nevertheless, each participant received 18 intervention sessions using the
IXP. Each intervention session began with asking the participant how she felt and if there were
any questions or discomfort related to the last visit. The heart-rate monitor was attached. The
IXP activities for the day were presented, and any changes to the IXP since the last session were
explained. The IXP was reviewed before each intervention session to ensure comprehension of
what was expected to occur over the course of the exercise routine. Each participant was
provided pictures and written descriptions of each activity included in her IXP. They were also
modeled by the researcher before prompting the participant to demonstrate how to do each
exercise. Any form errors were addressed with both verbal and physical prompts as well as
redirection to the pictures. The heart-rate monitor was not activated during the IXP review. It
was started once the participant was ready to begin the exercise program.
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Initially, each IXP was written on flip-chart paper and hung in the exercise area for the
participant to reference as needed. The researcher led each participant through the steps of her
IXP throughout the intervention period, referencing the handouts and flip-chart schedule of
activities as needed. Visual schedules and work systems were also developed, and their use was
encouraged by the researcher to facilitate the participant’s independent execution of the IXP.
The researcher used a printed copy of the IXP at each session to make notes and document the
participant’s self-assessment scores, heart-rate levels, and whether the activities of the IXP
changed that day and why. Once the heart-rate monitor was activated the participant’s resting
heart rate was recorded on a written copy of the IXP. Warm-up exercises, aerobic exercises,
scheduled breaks (for water, self-assessment, rating perceived exertion, and heart-rate checks)
and cool-down stretches were performed. If a participant needed to stop during the exercise
routine (e.g., go to the bathroom) the heart-rate monitor was paused until her return.
Immediately after the cool-down stretches the heart rate monitor was turned off. Any questions
or concerns by either the parent or participant were addressed.
Approximately every fourth session, the EF tasks were administered before the warm-up
exercises and immediately following the cool-down stretches. EF testing took place in the
setting where the IXP was implemented (i.e., home, community gym). The heart-rate monitor
was not on during the EF assessments.
Maintenance – Phase C. A maintenance probe took place 4–6 weeks after the
intervention concluded. This exercise session was led by the parent or adolescent without
prompting or assistance from the researcher. Its purpose was to assess whether changes in the
participant’s duration and intensity of aerobic activity were maintained beyond the intervention.
The participant’s heart-rate monitor was attached and activated before she began her exercise.
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She was cued to begin when the researcher said, “Show me what you do to exercise.” The heartrate monitor was turned off when she indicated she was done with her exercise.
Data Collection
Once a stable baseline was established, the IXP was implemented sequentially, one
participant at a time following a documented change in the two primary dependent variables:
duration of physical activity and number of minutes the participant’s heart rate was in their
THRR. Implementation involved systematic introduction of the IXP activities to the participant.
Three line graphs documented the sequence of each experimental condition for the
participants, the number of sessions or data collection points per phase, the independent and
dependent variables, and their relationships with one another. The standards for SCD data
analysis include interpretation of the trajectory of the data, its trend or slope over time,
variability, immediacy of effect, and three replications of treatment effects across participants
(Kratochwill et al., 2013; Tawney & Gast, 1984). Visual analysis of each line graph was
conducted weekly for each participant’s data.
The total number of minutes engaged in physical activity and the number of minutes in
the THRR were analyzed weekly to identify stable performance trends and justify transition of
each participant from baseline to intervention. The data for average heart rate and percentage of
time in THRR were analyzed every 2 weeks to determine if the IXP was meeting the goal of
moderate-to-vigorous heart-rate intensity. Decreases or variability in these two variables
warranted a review of the IXP to ensure it adequately supported the exercise behavior of the
participant.
During the last 2 weeks of the intervention the participant was encouraged to activate and
deactivate the heart-rate monitor independently and lead the researcher through the steps of the
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IXP. This allowed the researcher to identify which steps of the IXP may require parent
assistance or increased levels of support if the IXP was to be continued after the study
concluded. Hard copies of each IXP were given to parents along with pictures and written
descriptions of each activity included in the IXP. How to modify the IXP based on heart-rate
data was also discussed. The heart-rate monitor steps were reviewed, and the watch was given to
the participant.
Reliability. In order to ensure that data collected was accurate and suitable for analysis
IOA was collected on a minimum of 25% of sessions for heart-rate data. Each participant was
assigned a heart-rate monitor that was the only one she used throughout the study. The heart-rate
monitor was used at each data collection session (baseline through maintenance phases). After
each intervention session, heart-rate data was uploaded to the polarpersonaltrainer.com website
where it was stored and aggregated. This data was reviewed by both a research assistant
unrelated to the study contents or outcomes and the primary researcher to establish IOA.
Fidelity of implementation. It was necessary to verify that the IXP was implemented as
designed. A fidelity checklist was used to record (a) the steps implemented by the researcher
and (b) whether they were implemented in compliance with objectively defined criteria. Each
intervention session was videotaped, and a fidelity checklist was coded by the primary
researcher. A research assistant reviewed the videos and copies of the accompanying IXP for
25% of the sessions for each participant. She completed fidelity checklists based on the video
recordings. Video sessions were selected using a random number generator. Refer to Appendix
G for the fidelity checklist.
Social validity. A social validity questionnaire was provided to parents and adolescents
for them to rate their use of the IXP and how it supported their exercise behaviors as well as
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family activity goals. The three participants and five parents completed a 10-question, 5-point
Likert Scale measure. The adolescents' questionnaire measured participants’ perceptions of the
IXP’s utility, general experience during the intervention, and attitudes toward exercise via three
constructs: (a) physical activity frequency (three items), (b) feelings of competence using the
IXP and ability to exercise independently (four items), and (c) positive perceptions of exercise
and physical activity (three items). The parents’ questionnaire measured parents' perceptions of
the IXP’s usefulness to sustain their child’s exercise behaviors through three constructs: (a)
frequency of physical activity (two items), (b) perceptions of competence in using the IXP (four
items), and (c) relevance to family goals and priorities (four items). Refer to Appendix H for the
social validity questionnaires.
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Chapter 3
Results
Visual analysis of the data indicates the use of an IXP was effective at increasing both the
number of minutes engaged in physical activity for all three participants and the number of
minutes each participant’s heart rate was in her THRR. Increases were sustained at 4–6 weeks
follow-up (maintenance phase) compared to baseline performance. Once the IXP was
introduced at intervention, each participant increased both the duration of physical activity and
number of minutes her heart rate was in a THRR by a minimum of 20 minutes. Kelly and Jill,
Participants 1 and 2, sustained this degree of change on both measures at follow-up. During the
maintenance follow-up Sabrina, Participant 3, sustained her intervention increase in total minutes
engaged in physical activity but not minutes in THRR. Results are displayed in Figure 4 and
Table 4. The gap between total number of minutes in physical activity and number of minutes in
THRR reflects the warm-up and cool-down activities that contributed to the number of minutes
of overall physical activity but were not necessarily aerobic. Mild to moderate changes were
observed for all three participants on secondary measures of fitness and are displayed in Table 3.
The results to each research question are described below.
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Figure 4. Minutes in Physical Activity & THRR.
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Table 4
Mean and Range of Minutes in Physical Activity and THRR
Kelly
Jill
Sabrina
Group Average
PA
THRR
PA
THRR
PA
THRR
PA
THRR
Baseline
7
5
34
25
20
1
20
10
Mean/Range 6-9
2-6
26-68
13-62 16-27
0-6
6-68
0-62
Intervention 53
42
51
39
51
38
51
39
Mean/Range 45-65
34-53 38-63
26-50 42-58
28-51
38-65
26-53
Maintenance 50
36
50
44
39
16
46
32
(Range) 36-50
16-44
Note. PA= number of minutes of physical activity; THRR = number of minutes in Target Heart
Rate Range; whole numbers reported.

Question 1: Does an Individualized Exercise Program to increase aerobic physical
activity improve performance on fitness indicators for adolescents with ASD?
By the conclusion of the intervention, all three participants engaged in 50–55 minutes of
physical activity with 40–45 of those minutes in the THRR, indicating an IXP is an effective
method to increase duration and aerobic intensity of physical activity. The average time engaged
in physical activity was 51 minutes compared to 20 minutes at baseline. The average number of
minutes in THRR was 39 minutes compared to 10 minutes at baseline. Table 4 includes the mean
and range for the primary dependent variables per participant across the three phases.
The average heart rate and percentage of time in THRR data for each participant are
displayed in Figures 5 and 6, respectively. By the conclusion of the intervention all participants
consistently had an average heart rate at or above 70% HRmax — the established minimum for
moderate-to-vigorous physical activity for this study. The percentage of time for each
participant in the THRR was 70–80% across participants, indicating the majority of the physical
activity was at a moderate to vigorous level.
The pre- and post-body composition data and cardiovascular endurance results are
displayed for each participant in Table 3. The results of these assessments were mixed.
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Figure 5. Average Heart Rate.
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Figure 6. Percentage in THRR.
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Kelly’s overall results were poorer compared to pre-intervention measures. Jill and Sabrina had
noticeable, positive changes in both body composition and fitness measures. The specific
changes for each participant are next described.
Participant 1. Kelly’s physical activity substantially increased from a mean of 7.2
minutes (range = 6–9 minutes) at baseline to a mean of 53 minutes (range = 45–65 minutes)
during intervention. Her minutes in THRR also increased from a mean of 5 minutes (range = 3–
6) to a mean of 42 minutes (range = 34–53). She maintained an average heart rate of 135–150
during her aerobic activity, which was consistent with her average heart rate range during
baseline, reflecting stable performance over time. Her overall percentage of time maintaining
her heart rate in the THRR was 70–80% and was consistent across phrases. Her results were
consistent throughout the intervention period with mild variability but contained no overlapping
data points with baseline data. At follow-up, Kelly completed 50 minutes of physical activity
with 36 minutes in THRR, or 73% of time. Her average heart rate was 141 beats per minute.
In spite of an increase in aerobic physical activity through participation in this study,
Kelly had an increase in her body weight, body-fat percentage, chest/waist/hips measurements,
and total minutes to complete a 1-mile endurance walk. Her muscle weight and thigh
measurements decreased and her upper arm measurements were unchanged.
Participant 2. Jill’s physical activity increased from a mean of 34 minutes (range = 26–
68 minutes) at baseline to a mean of 51 minutes (range = 26–50 minutes) during intervention.
Her minutes in THRR also increased from a mean of 25 minutes (range = 13–62 minutes) to a
mean of 39 minutes (range = 26–50 minutes). There was an outlier at the third data collection
point during baseline. However, her duration of physical activity and minutes in THRR showed a
substantial positive increase after the introduction of the IXP. This increase remained stable and
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consistent throughout the intervention phase with the exception of one notable dip in the THRR
variable at the second intervention session. Nevertheless this drop was still above her baseline
average of minutes in THRR.
Participant 2 also showed a steady, gradual increase in average heart rate and percentage
of time in THRR during each session. By the conclusion of the study, her average heart rate
ranged from 145 to 160 bpm, reflecting a positive increase and stable trend by the final 2 weeks
of the intervention. Her percentage of time maintaining her heart rate in the THRR range was
70–80% during baseline and intervention phases. At maintenance, Jill completed 50 minutes of
physical activity with 44 minutes in THRR, or 88% of time. Her average heart rate was 149
beats per minute.
Jill had positive body composition and fitness outcomes post-intervention. Her body
weight, body-fat percentage, chest and waist measurements, and total minutes to complete a 1mile walk decreased. Her muscle weight and upper thigh measurements increased and her upper
arm measurements were unchanged.
Participant 3. Sabrina’s physical activity increased from a mean of 20 minutes (range =
16–27 minutes) at baseline to a mean of 51 minutes (range = 42–58 minutes) during intervention.
Her minutes in THRR also increased substantially from a mean of 1.25 minutes (range = 0–6
minutes) to a mean of 38 minutes (range = 28–51 minutes). Her results were stable and
consistent throughout the intervention with no overlapping data points with baseline.
Sabrina showed a steady positive increase in average heart rate throughout the
intervention phase. Her average heart rate per session was 135–150 beats per minute reflecting
stable performance over time and was notably higher compared to her baseline data. The
percentage of time her heart rate was in the THRR also increased from 0% at baseline to 70–90%
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by the last 2 weeks of the intervention. At maintenance, Sabrina completed 39 minutes of
physical activity with 16 minutes in THRR, or 43% of time. Her average heart rate was 132
beats per minute falling in a light-to-moderate classification compared to intervention averages
but higher than her average heart rate during baseline.
Sabrina had positive outcomes in the post-intervention body composition and fitness
assessment. Her body-fat percentage, muscle weight, and chest/upper arm/hip/thigh
measurements decreased. She had a minor increase in body weight and her waist measurements
were unchanged. Due to adverse weather conditions, Sabrina did not complete a 1-mile outdoor
walk at her fitness assessment. Although she did not complete a ¼-mile lap in less than 20
minutes during baseline on the elliptical machine, she did complete a ¼-mile lap in 3:48 at postintervention indicating improvement in cardiovascular stamina and endurance.
Question 2: Does participation in moderate-to-vigorous aerobic activity affect
performance on executive function tasks for adolescents with ASD? The results of EF
testing were inconsistent. Kelly and Jill completed both tasks at all five data collection points.
Sabrina refused the post-test for the verbal working memory task at one data collection point and
the visual processing speed task at two data collection points. No pattern could be found relating
performance outcomes to time of day, intensity of exercise, or duration of physical activity.
Although no consistent trend could be generalized to other adolescent girls with ASD, the results
of these tasks are informative to the specific participants and are described below.
The results of the reversed numbers task (verbal working memory) are provided in Table
5. Kelly and Jill had fewer correct responses post exercise than prior to the exercise. Sabrina
had difficulty with the reversal requirement for this task. She repeated numbers in the order they
were provided despite successfully completing trials at the start of the testing. Accurately
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repeating the numbers without reversing was scored as a correct response for Sabrina. She had
either no change or a slight increase of 1–2 correct responses post exercise.
Table 5
Reversed Numbers – Verbal Working Memory Task Raw Scores
Pre-Exercise
Post-Exercise

Direction of Change

Kelly

21
20
23
21
22

19
19
22
20
18

-2
-1
-1
-1
-4

Jill

6
8
8
10
9

9
5
6
8
7

+3
-3
-2
-2
-2

Sabrina
(modified)

11
15
9
12
11

Refused
15
11
13
12

N/A
No Change
+2
+1
+1

Note. A positive = an increase in correct responses; Modified = Participant repeated the numbers in the order given
and correct responses scored; Refused = participant refused task; N/A = data not available for comparison.

The visual matching task (visual processing speed) yielded no consistent pattern or
direction of change across the participants. Refer to Table 6 for results. Kelly had fewer correct
responses at three points, one “no change” between pre- and post-testing, and one session where
her correct responses increased. Jill’s correct responses increased at four data collection points
and had “no change” at one point. Sabrina’s results were not applicable due to refusal to
complete the post-test at two points; however, when she did complete the task, results indicated a
decrease in number of correct responses at one point and an increase in correct responses at two
points.
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Table 6
Visual Processing Speed Raw Scores
Pre-Exercise
Kelly
54
60
61
61
60
Jill

26
24
24
27
30

Post-Exercise
52
58
60
61
61

Direction of Change
-2
-2
-1
No Change
+1

29
30
29
29
30

+3
+6
+5
+2
No Change

Sabrina

12
Refused
N/A
Refused
Refused
N/A
21
Refused
N/A
20
9
-11
3
6
+3
10
11
+1
Note. A positive change = an increase in correct response; a negative change = decrease in
correct responses; N/A = data not available for comparison; Refused = participant refused task.

Table 7
PAC Domain Scores
Preference Domain
Recreational Activities
Physical Activities
Social Activities
Skill-Based Activities
Self-Improvement
Activities

Kelly
Pre
1.8
1.5
2.1
1.2
1.6

Jill
Pre
3
2.7
2.7
3
2.7

Post
2.3
1.6
2.6
1.6
1.6

Post
3
2.7
3
3
3

Sabrina
Pre
Post
2
2.16
1.9
2.4
2.3
2.2
1.4
1.9
1.7
1.4

Note. Scores range from 1–3; 1 = not preferred; 2 = somewhat preferred; 3 = highly preferred.
Question 3: By participating in physical activity with an IXP, do adolescents with
ASD report changes in their accessibility or capability to engage in physical activity? The
PAC domain scores increased post-intervention with positive changes noted for each participant
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(refer to Table 7). These findings are descriptive and cannot be directly attributed to the IXP but
are indicative of different interests compared to pre-intervention PAC ratings.
Kelly reported an increased interest and preference for recreational, physical, social, and
skill-based activities, with no change indicated for self-improvement activities. An analysis of
items relevant to physical activity and exercise showed increased ratings for snow sports, playing
physical games, playing non-team sports, and swimming. Jill reported an increased interest in
social and self-improvement activities. The domains specific to recreational and skill-based
activities were unchanged. However, she rated these at their highest values at both assessment
points. A marginal increase was recorded for physical activities. An analysis of items showed
increased ratings for gardening and doing a paid job. Sabrina reported an increased interest in
recreational, physical, and skill-based activities and decreased interest in social and selfimprovement activities. An analysis of items relevant to physical activity and exercise showed
increased ratings for racing/track-and-field activities, playing team and non-team sports, water
sports, physical games, swimming, and horseback riding.
Fidelity of implementation. To ensure adherence to the IXP procedures, the researcher
completed a fidelity checklist for each intervention session. The research assistant also
completed fidelity checklists based on video recordings. The principal investigator and the
research assistant had 100% agreement on the two fidelity checklists indicating that the IXP was
implemented as designed.
Social validity. Evidence of the social validity of the IXP was based on the adolescent
participants’ and parents' responses to the post-intervention questionnaire. Results indicated
both adolescent participants and their parents rated the IXP as useful to facilitate and support
physical activity and exercise. A summary of the adolescent and parent post-intervention
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questionnaire responses is provided in Table 8. Adolescent participants rated competence to
exercise and use the IXP highest (mean = 4.83, range = 3–5), followed by positive perceptions of
exercise (mean = 4.2, range = 3–5) and increased physical activity practices (mean = 4.06, range
= 1–5). Parent perception of competence to use the IXP to facilitate and support physical
activity was also rated highest (mean = 4.8, range = 3–5), followed by frequency with which
their child engages in physical activity (mean = 4.4, range = 3–5). The relevance of the IXP to
support family goals and priorities had the greatest variability among the three participants’
parents. The mean rating for this construct was 4.2 with parent ratings on question #5 (“I have
initiated steps to try the family activity goal discussed at the start of the study”), including
responses such as “agree” (three responses), “slightly agree” (one response) and “disagree” (one
response). Refer to Appendices H and I for the parent and adolescent questionnaires.

Table 8
Social Validity
Adolescent Questionnaire
Frequency – Items 1,2,4
Competence – Items 3,7,8,10
Positive Perceptions – Items 5,6,9

Mean
4.06
4.83
4.20

Response Range
1-5
3-5
3-5

Parent Questionnaire
Frequency – Items 1,2
Competence – Items 3,7,8,10
Relevance – Items 4,5,6,9

Mean
4.4
4.8
4.2

Response Range
3-5
3-5
1-5
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Chapter 4
Discussion
Results of this study informed the physical activity and ASD research literature in three
significant ways. First, moderate-to-vigorous physical activity was facilitated regardless of
differences in physical skill and ability, intellectual functioning, and levels of support related to
the severity of ASD. Second, the methods employed for this intervention applied proven
behavioral techniques to facilitate moderate-to-vigorous physical activity, a novel outcome area.
Third, this study extended the ASD research literature by including two understudied groups —
adolescents and girls. This chapter will discuss the results of this study across several topics.
First, the increases in aerobic physical activity and secondary measures of physical fitness will
be discussed. Second, the EF outcomes will be reviewed and analyzed. Third, the SEM will
scaffold a discussion of the social validity of the intervention. Finally, limitations of the study
and practical issues for consideration will be reviewed.
Physical Fitness Outcomes
The effects of an IXP to increase physical activity were consistent for Kelly, Jill, and
Sabrina providing empirical support for the use of an IXP to facilitate and sustain moderate-tovigorous physical activity. Notable increases occurred in performance for the primary dependent
variables, number of minutes engaged in physical activity and number of minutes in THRR, for
all three participants throughout the intervention and maintenance phases compared to baseline.
The degree of aerobic intensity targeted for the exercise intervention was explicitly stated and
determined in accordance with the CDC’s (2010) minimum guidelines for children and
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adolescents as measured by heart-rate monitors. Systematically collecting heart-rate data
addressed a gap in the literature regarding frequency, intensity, and duration of physical activity
for exercise interventions. Of the six exercise interventions for children with ASD identified as
evidence-based, five studies were unable to attribute the effects of the exercise program to these
specific intervention characteristics (Cannella-Malone et al., 2011; Celiberti et al., 1997;
Nicholson et al., 2011; Oriel et al., 2011; Pan, 2011).
This study demonstrated that intense physical activity can be defined, elicited and
measured with individuals who have ASD allowing researchers to better explain the duration,
frequency, and intensity associated with exercise intervention outcomes. In addition to objective
measures of aerobic intensity, this study utilized a rubric to document fidelity of implementation
for each session during the intervention phase. Previous studies of exercise and ASD did not
include fidelity measures making it difficult to know if nonsignificant or negative findings were
attributable to differences in how the intervention was used across participants (Cannella-Malone
et al., 2011; Celiberti et al., 1997; Fragala-Pinkham et al., 2011; Nicholson et al., 2011; Oriel et
al., 2011; Pan, 2011).
However, the physical fitness indicators measured in this study extended beyond
increased duration and intensity of aerobic exercise. Pre- and post-fitness assessments yielded
inconsistent results for body composition and performance on a cardiovascular endurance
activity. These findings were consistent with the fitness outcomes in the aquatic studies
conducted by Pan (2011) and Fragala-Pinkham et al. (2011). Those authors argued that the
length of the intervention (14 weeks) and the frequency (twice a week) was not sufficient to
improve cardiovascular functioning to the degree that it would be noticeable on a standard fitness
assessment. Those findings were supported by this study’s fitness outcomes. The participants in
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this study exercised three times a week for 45–55 minutes over a 6-week period, and modest
improvements were noted for Jill and Sabrina on the cardiovascular endurance task and body
composition measures. Kelly gained weight and several inches on her body measurements over
the course of the intervention and had poorer performance on the cardiovascular endurance task.
Although the frequency and intensity of this exercise intervention met the minimum guidelines
associated with health benefits, researchers estimate that an hour a day of moderate-to-vigorous
activity and monitoring of diet is needed for weight loss and to prevent age-associated weight
gain (Lee, Djousse, Sesso, Wang, & Buring, 2010).
Executive Functions
The effects of moderate-to-vigorous physical activity on EF were assessed using
adaptations of two norm-referenced tasks, visual matching and numbers reversed. Although the
results varied between participants, overall performance was poorer post-intervention than before
the introduction of exercise. Several possibilities provided in the exercise and EF literature may
explain these findings. First, the amount of exercise and degree of intensity necessary to elicit
positive effects on EF measures is still unknown (Hill, 2004; Tomporowski, Lambourne, &
Okumura, 2011). Physical fatigue may have contributed to decreases in correct responses by
Kelly, Jill, and Sabrina as each participant sustained 30–40 minutes of moderate-to-vigorous
aerobic exercise per session. The exercise studies of children with ASD that met evidence-based
standards varied in their duration of aerobic activity with an average of 22 minutes for the six
studies. After comparing walking and jogging conditions, Celiberti and colleagues (1997)
attributed the effects of exercise on self-stimulatory behavior to the higher intensity form of
exercise. However, Oriel and colleagues (2011) argued for less intense exercise to address
academic engagement.
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Second, measurement and methodology should be carefully considered when interpreting
the EF outcomes. The WJ-III is a norm-referenced tool developed to assess subsets of cognitive
abilities that once developed remains relatively stable over time. The measures were likely not
sensitive to subtle changes related to working memory and visual processing speed that may
have occurred within the exercise period. Also, the EF constructs selected for assessment may
not be sensitive to the physiological changes that accompany moderate-to-vigorous aerobic
exercise. Improvements in processing speed, attention, and memory for simple tasks are
associated with increased aerobic intensity in older adolescents and adults (> 18 years)
(Hogervorst, Riedel, Jeukendrup, & Jolles, 1996; Smith et al., 2010). However, improvements in
working memory have been less consistently reported (Smith, et al., 2010). Verbal working
memory and visual processing speed may be less responsive to physiological changes than EF
abilities traditionally associated with attention and behavior or the effects may be detectable
following a longer exercise period (e.g. six months versus six weeks). Although the effects of
aerobic exercise on working memory and visual processing speed warrant further study,
cognitive abilities such as task switching and directed attention may be more appropriate relative
to the EF challenges many individuals with ASD have. This relationship has been established
with older populations but has not been researched with adolescents with ASD.
Task selection was a methodological concern identified by Hill (2004) when researchers
evaluated EF results for individuals with ASD. Many EF assessments, including the numbers
reversed task used in this study, required a degree of social interaction and verbal fluency while
completing a cognitively challenging task. Some researchers have suggested children with ASD
perform better on computerized assessments of EF rather than the traditional interactive tasks
(Happe, Booth, Charlton, & Hughes, 2006; Robinson et al., 2009). Task presentation could be a
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factor to explain decreased correct responses in this study. By the time the post-intervention
numbers reversed task was administered each participant had been actively engaged in social
interactions with the researcher and one parent for approximately 90 minutes. By the conclusion
of the session, each participant may have reached a threshold for social interaction, and testing
results may have differed if the task did not require both attention to the researcher and verbal
responses. Task selection would be an issue for consideration regardless of the EF construct or
ability assessed.
A third issue for consideration is the difference in developmental abilities between the
participants. Although impairments in EF are frequently identified in children and adolescents
with ASD, these abilities mature and develop along individual growth patterns and trajectories
(O’Hearn, Aseto, Ordaz, & Luna, 2008). Specific to the visual matching task, Kelly’s accurate
responses decreased, Jill’s increased, and Sabrina had mixed results post-intervention. Studies of
EF abilities and children with ASD identified patterns of responses that were associated with
intelligence classification rather than ASD diagnosis (Hill, 2004; Robinson et al., 2009).
Different response patterns on EF tasks were reported on mental flexibility, planning, and
response inhibition tasks on the basis of intelligence classifications rather than ASD diagnosis.
Children with ASD and an average IQ classification responded in similar patterns as peers
without ASD, and both groups performed better than individuals with lower IQ classifications
(Hill, 2004; Robinson et al., 2009). However, the findings of this study were not consistent with
this position. Kelly’s measured IQ fell within the superior range and, unlike Jill and Sabrina, she
participated in general education classes in school, yet her performance was lower on both EF
measures following exercise. Nevertheless, the three participants were not matched based on IQ,
and Kelly’s co-diagnosis of ADHD could have contributed to her post-intervention performance.
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Therefore, the inconsistent findings may be associated with these differences among the
participants rather than similarities such as ASD diagnosis or duration and degree of physical
activity.
Social Outcomes and Social Validity
The social validity of an intervention reflects the importance of the goals, procedures, and
outcomes to the participants (Foster & Mash, 1999). This study used the SEM to guide
discussions with participants and their parents in order to develop the IXP and include utility and
sustainability as elements of both the process and the measured outcomes. In addition to
intrapersonal characteristics such as age, IQ, and levels of support relative to ASD, this study
included participant ratings of interest and accessibility to physical activity and exercise. The
primary objective of the IXP was not to increase the participants’ interest in physical activity, but
to teach exercise behaviors that could be maintained beyond the study’s time frame. The results
of the maintenance probe show that each participant engaged in 30 or more minutes of physical
activity after the intervention phase concluded, with Kelly and Jill sustaining a moderate-tovigorous aerobic intensity comparable to their intervention levels. Similarly, both participants
and parents rated the IXP useful to increase and maintain exercise on the social validity
questionnaires.
Parent as well as adolescent participant perceptions of the social validity of the
intervention were measured. Parents have a direct interest in the health and fitness of their
daughters. Also due to their young age parents are the gatekeepers to their daughter’s
opportunities to engage in physical activity (e.g. transportation, recreation fees, and allocation of
time). The utility of the IXP for parents was also important because of differences in the
capabilities and intellectual abilities of the participants. Jill and Sabrina required higher levels of
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structure in both school and daily activities of living compared to Kelly. Their parents needed to
know how to facilitate and amend the IXP due in large part to their intellectual disabilities and
the levels of support needed to keep them safely engaged in physical activity. Jill and Sabrina
required on-going supervision across home, school and community settings and this is unlikely
to significantly change as they age. Therefore for both girls the family goal was that the
adolescent and parents exercise together. However, Kelly’s IQ was in an above-average range
and she was autonomous in many ways that are expected for a 13 year old girl such as self-care,
attending small social events with peers, and assuming responsibilities such as chores to earn an
allowance. Her parents’ family goal was that she exercises more but they did not necessarily
want to restrict her independence to decide when and how she engaged in physical activity.
Kelly’s parents reported less satisfaction with the IXP for items assessing the family goal
outcome. Although Kelly could complete her exercise plan independently she did want to do it
after the study ended and her parents struggled with how to motivate and encourage her. This
identified a motivation-related challenge that may be more specific to adolescents with ASD that
have higher cognitive abilities. Jill and Sabrina, due to the degree of their developmental
challenges, relied on others to structure the activities of their days. Kelly did not and had very
clear preferences as to what she would rather do than exercise. She was very effective arguing
her position and the difficulties her parents had were most likely related to motivating an obese
13 year old to assume responsibility for her exercise practices than Kelly’s ASD diagnosis.
Nevertheless, how to encourage Kelly to exercise without undermining her autonomy was a
concern expressed by her parents at the conclusion of this study. Incentives above and beyond
the positive feelings associated with exercise may be useful strategies to encourage and support
Kelly’s exercise habits.
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Self-efficacy, enjoyment, and successful experiences with physical activity are identified
determinants of exercise for adolescents (Biddle & Wang, 2003; Gordon-Larsen, McMurray, &
Popkin, 2000; Stucky-Ropp & DiLorenzo, 1993). Each participant had increased preference
ratings at post-intervention in the recreation, social, physical, and skills-based domains of the
PAC, and research findings support the use of this instrument to assess recreational preferences
for children and adolescents with ASD (Potvin, Snider, Prelock, Kehayia, & Wood-Dauphinee,
2013a). However, increased interest did not necessarily mean actual increased participation or
accessibility to physical activity opportunities. This study was conducted in parent and
participant-identified settings (i.e., Level 1 and Level 2 characteristics of the SEM). Kelly and
Sabrina exercised at home and Jill in a neighborhood workout facility. Neither setting required
engagement with community-level providers or administrators in order to maintain the IXP.
Pan (2011) and Fragala-Pinkham and colleagues (2011) used community-based facilities
as the setting for their aquatic interventions for children with ASD. Researchers from both
studies reported an expectation that by utilizing community facilities greater social validity
would be ascribed to the intervention. They did not measure participant or parent perceptions of
the exercise program or setting. Schwartz and Baer (1991) argued that consumer feedback
included the community members expected to implement and sustain a program or intervention.
Within the SEM a social validity evaluation would extend to the personnel in the aquatic centers
for two swimming interventions. Participants and parents reported high perceptions of the IXP
on the social validity questionnaires on the basis of their interests and needs. A next step or
study phase could include a generalization component where the IXP is implemented in a novel
location (e.g., community recreation program). This would allow for both an extension of the
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social validity evaluation to include community partners as well as a systems level assessment of
barriers and facilitators to physical activity within the SEM framework.
Limitations
Although the results of this study are promising, some limitations warrant
acknowledgement and discussion. This was an applied intervention that occurred in home and
community settings. As a result of this methodology all potential variables that could affect
participant outcomes were not under investigator control (e.g., diet, sleep behaviors,
medications). Even though each participant responded positively to the use of an IXP, further
research is needed to better understand which strategies and procedures were directly related to
changes in the physical activity outcomes and what supports are necessary to sustain changes.
This study incorporated information about participants across the SEM framework to
facilitate and sustain physical activity and exercise for adolescent girls with ASD in selfidentified home and community environments. However barriers to generalizing exercise
practices to broader community settings were neither identified by participants nor addressed in
the social validity measures of the IXP. A follow-up phase with participants and their families
would have been an appropriate next step in order to understand which factors at each level of
the SEM supported or inhibited the continued use of the IXP.
A bias to this study was an assumption that participants were inactive due to factors
related to their ASD diagnosis. If sports and physical activity recreation opportunities for girls
are limited in a given community, barriers to exercise may be tied more to gender than
characteristics of ASD. Research literature describes determinants of physical activity for
adolescent girls to include self-perceptions of competence to engage in sports and exercise,
family support, and maternal exercise behaviors (Biddle & Wang, 2003; de Bruijn et al., 2006;
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Dowda, Dishman, Pfeiffer & Pate, 2006; Gordon-Larsen et al., 2000; Stucky-Ropp &
DiLorenzo, 1993). Therefore, as adolescents with ASD become more physically active through
the use of an IXP researchers should return to the SEM framework and identify which exercise
determinants are associated with autism and which are reflective of a broader socio-cultural
environment in order to develop appropriate health promotion supports and interventions.
Practical Issues for Consideration
The procedures and materials described in the study methods explain the steps that were
used with each participant to develop and implement an individualized exercise program based
on skills, abilities, and interests. Recognized effective strategies to introduce concepts and
provide behavioral guidance and support to individuals with ASD were used throughout the
intervention. These strategies included pictures, written descriptions of activities, visual
schedules and individualized work systems (Hume & Odom, 2007; Iovannone et al., 2003). In
addition to these techniques two elements of the study may have influenced the cooperation and
motivation of each participant as well as the degree to which changes in aerobic exercise
duration and intensity were attained. The first was the study design and the second was the
method by which the dependent variables were measured.
Baseline observations. The use of a single-case design for this study allowed the
researcher to document average performance and trends during baseline for comparison once the
IXP was introduced. However, baseline sessions may have also served a practical need for
Kelly, Jill, and Sabrina. Each session allowed the participant to interact with the researcher and
become familiar with the heart-rate monitor and video recording before any external demands to
perform strenuous physical activity were made. Baseline sessions also provided an opportunity
for participants to associate the arrival of the researcher with an expectation to exercise. This
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familiarity may have influenced the cooperation and compliance of participants during the
intervention. The opportunity to become familiar with the researchers, study materials, and
behavioral expectations was an unplanned but possibly influential component of the study
procedures.
Heart-rate monitors. The purpose of heart-rate monitors for this study was to collect
objective ratings of intensity during aerobic exercise. However, as participants progressed
through the intervention phase, heart rate was often referenced to cue participants to either
increase or decrease their effort. Each participant responded differently when prompted to “do
more”, “go faster”, and “work harder” – traditional phrases used to motivate and encourage
exercisers to increase effort intensity. However, they appeared to quickly associate heart rate
readings with effort. For example, Kelly and Sabrina were often prompted to meet a minimum
heart rate during aerobic activities whereas Jill was cued to check her watch and decrease
intensity based on the reading. The researcher used heart-rate numbers and ranges to convey
unambiguous and visual expectations of effort and intensity. For example, if Jill asked if she
could lower the speed on her treadmill interval, she was prompted to check her heart-rate
monitor first. If the reading was 170 or higher she was permitted to lower the speed. Heart-rate
monitors may therefore be effective tools to teach as well as measure exercise intensity for
sedentary adolescents with ASD.
The practical applications of this study’s findings are promising for several reasons and
provide a framework for the next phase of physical activity research. First, parents, physical
therapists, and physical education teachers can implement the strategies used to develop and
support aerobic activity as described in this study to facilitate exercise with adolescent girls with
ASD in order to promote and evaluate health outcomes. Clearly these strategies may be
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implemented in physical education classes during the school year yet mandatory physical
education rarely extends beyond ninth grade. However, a physical activity or exercise goal could
be a component of life skills classes or special education transition plans for post-secondary
services. The latter would require parents and schools to collaborate and identify community
resources and supports that can be utilized after high-school. This would also provide an
opportunity to liaison with community personnel (e.g. personal trainers, recreation therapists) to
share strategies that promote successful and safe participation in physical activity and exercise.
Second, the methods employed to define and measure levels of physical activity intensity can be
employed by researchers exploring the effects of aerobic exercise on cognition and behavior and
to better understand and describe how intensity may influence outcomes. Third, adolescent girls
with ASD, when supported by an IXP and given access to community-based physical activity
and recreation programs, may have more opportunities to interact with peers and expand their
social networks. Once adolescents with ASD are successfully engaged in exercise, researchers
can confidently explore the strategic use of physical activity as an intervention for social,
cognitive, and behavioral outcomes.
Conclusions
This study was a first step towards gaining a better understanding of the physical activity
behaviors of sedentary adolescent girls with ASD and strategies and supports useful to facilitate
exercise behaviors. Findings from this study supported the use of an IXP to facilitate exercise
behaviors for sedentary adolescent girls with ASD in order to meet the recommended agespecific guidelines for aerobic physical activity. The use of an IXP increased both the amount of
time engaged in physical activity and the number of minutes exercise was performed within a
THRR. Successful engagement in moderate to vigorous aerobic exercise appeared to increase
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participant interest in recreational physical activities as well as their perceptions of competence
to engage in exercise. However, moderate-to-vigorous aerobic activity was not observed to have
a positive effect on EF assessment of visual processing speed or verbal working memory. The
results of this study provide a foundation to facilitate, define, and measure different levels of
aerobic activity for adolescents with ASD for future research efforts exploring the strategic use
of exercise to support cognitive and social outcomes.
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APPENDIX A: PHYSICAL ACTIVITY READINESS QUESTIONNAIRE – ADAPTED
Name: _______________________________________________________
Date: _______
Respondent’s Name: ____________________________________________
Phone: _____________________________________________________
Relationship to Adolescent: ____________________________________________

PHYSICAL ACTIVITY READINESS QUESTIONNAIRE (PAR-Q) – ADAPTED
Questions
1.

Yes

No

Has a doctor ever said that your child has a heart condition and that he/she
should only perform physical activity recommended by a doctor?

2.

Has your son/daughter complained of chest pain when performing physical
activity?

3.

In the past month, has your son/daughter complained of chest pain when not
performing physical activity?

4.

Does your son/daughter lose balance because of dizziness, report dizziness or
ever lose consciousness?

5.

Does your son/daughter have a bone or joint problem that could be made worse
by a change in his/her physical activity?

6.

Is a doctor currently prescribing any medication for your son/daughter’s blood
pressure or for a heart condition?

7.

Do you know of any other reason why your son/daughter should not engage in
physical activity?

If you have answered “Yes” to one or more of the above questions, consult your physician before
your son/daughter engages in physical activity. Tell your physician which questions you answered “Yes” to. After a medical evaluation, seek
advice from your physician on what type of activity is suitable. Respondents must answer “No” to all PAR-Q items to be eligible to participate in
this research study and will need to obtain a Sports and Physical Activity examination by a licensed medical practitioner prior to the start of any
exercise/physical activity components of the research project.
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APPENDIX B: SPORTS AND EXERCISE PHYSICAL EXAMINATION AND HEALTH
ASSESSMENT
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APPENDIX C: REVERSED NUMBERS TASK
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APPENDIX D: VISUAL MATCHING TASK
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APPENDIX E: RATING OF PERCEIVED EXERTION
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APPENDIX F: SELF-ASSESSMENT SCALE
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APPENDIX G: FIDELITY OF IMPLEMENTATION CHECKLIST
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APPENDIX H: SOCIAL VALIDITY QUESTIONNAIRE – PARENT AND ADOLESCENT
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